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Abstract
Mosby, William Michael. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. December, 2016. Carrie
Mae Weems and the Construction of Visual Text. Verner Mitchell.
Once photography’s democratization of image started to take root in mid-1800’s the evolution of
the projected character of Emancipated African American became entwined with the visual, as
well as the literary. My work examines MacArthur Fellow Carrie Mae Weems’s series From
Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried as a contemporary literary text in direct dialogue with
Frederick Douglass’s ideas about photography’s place in the regeneration of “self-image” for the
new race of free African Americans. Weems’s use of historical photographs originally intended
to reinforce the same stereotypes Douglass hoped to defeat reclaims the individual in each image
of her series through the re-manipulation of such a distorted representation. The multi-layered
narrative Weems develops through her sequencing of appropriated photographs and application
of poetic verse creates a “text” of literary merit, one that challenges the established boundaries of
what is accepted as literature. Although Weems has received the highest accolades from the
visual art world, she has yet be given the deserved attention as a writer. Her imaginative use of
historical artifact as a contemporary text demands such examination in a time when our means of
communicating is becoming increasingly related to an evolving visual literacy. Weems reveals
the power of our past in bringing about a fresh perspective of our current position in time while
deconstructing post-colonial representations of African Americans through the combined
expressions of text and photography.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Poets, prophets, and reformers are all picture makers and this ability is the
secret of their power and of their achievements. They see what ought to be by the
reflection of what is, and endeavor to remove the contradiction.”
Frederick Douglass (18) 1
The photograph has kept our imagination company for the past 200 years. Its history
correlates with our modern identity, creating a visual chronology that provides access to earlier
moments frozen into static existence with the click of a shutter. There is a constant calling to our
past each time we look at a photograph, and when this calling becomes a voice, a narrative is
established connecting past with the present. The reading of such imagery becomes literary, as
movement across time exists within this narrative. Like tarot cards when arranged and read, these
images can reveal connections through their relationship to one another, as well as to the moment
of the reading. The moment of the image’s making and the subject of its composition remain the
only constants in our interpretation of photographs, while our reading remains malleable,
progressing through time, building upon each previous viewing. This reading of the visual as
literary becomes the focus of this project, as Carrie Mae Weems’ s From Here I Saw What
Happened and I Cried demonstrates the use of historical, appropriated photographs to create a
nontraditional text exemplifying the importance of photography’s contribution to our national
literary identity.

From “Pictures and Progress”, one of four documented lectures on the topic of photography given by
Frederick Douglass; “Lecture on Pictures (1861),” “The Age of Pictures (1862),” “Pictures and Progress
(1864-5),” and “Life Pictures(1865-6)”
1
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Carrie Mae Weems authors a text that expands on the traditional view of a genre by
using the photographic image as a catalyst in the construction of a historical narrative. By
examining how we unpack the content of historical images to reveal their value through a
modern reading, Weems reflects not only on what once was, but also how the “once was” still
influences our present identity.
Our adherence to the image as a means to communicate transcends the history of all
languages, yet, to speak of the image as a literary element on its merit challenges the traditional
definition of literature. When imagery itself becomes poetic, or establishes a narrative through a
sequential ordering, or as in the case of this project, engages in the ongoing dialogue that history
projects into our present-day conversations, there is an opportunity to approach these texts as
literary works, and to examine their contributions and relationships within other genres and texts
outside of the purely visual.
Although Weems has received the highest accolades from the visual art world (a thirtyyear retrospective recently exhibited in the Guggenheim), her work has yet to be considered as a
contribution to the genre of American literature. The multi-layered narrative Weems develops
through her sequencing of appropriated photographs and application of poetic verse creates a
"text" of literary merit, one that challenges the established boundaries. Her imaginative use of
historical artifact as a contemporary text demands such examination in a time when our means
of communicating is becoming increasingly related to an evolving visual literacy. Weems
reveals the power of our past in bringing about a fresh perspective of our current position in time
while deconstructing post-colonial representations of African Americans through the combined
expressions of text and photography. As chapter two will demonstrate, Weems addresses one of
the main concerns in African American literature at the end of the twentieth century, the sense
2

of self within and outside of the context of history. Walter Benjamin’s contributions on history’s
movement through time are many and will be referenced often as they play an important role in
understand photography’s narrative capacities. In his essay Thesis on the Philosophy of History
Benjamin explains the relevance of context to historical understanding from the perspective of
the present, something similar to the experience of looking at a photograph:
A historical materialist cannot do without the notion of a present which is not a
transition, but in which time stands still and has come to a stop. For this notion
defines the present in which he himself is writing history. Historicism gives the
‘‘eternal’’ image of the past; historical materialism supplies a unique experience
with the past. The historical materialist leaves it to the others to be drained by the
whore called “Once upon a time” in historicism’s bordello. He remains in control
of his powers, man enough to blast open the continuum of history. (264)

Photography’s arrival in 1839 had an immediate impact on the field of imagination. It is
hard to conceive of a time when the world and all of its moments could only be “seen” by those
who were directly connected to the actual experience. Words, ink and pigments, mud, stone, and
fibers were the materials storytellers had available to recreate for their audience the imagery
needed to visualize the events, people and places of the stories being told. The idea of a captured
moment before photography was never immediate in their rendering, rather, the product of a
retelling through the interaction of the author and his/her inspiration channeled through a skill or
talent, resulting in a stylized voice. The key component of this is to consider the amount of time
that passed from the moment being constructed through the tools of the artist/author to the
reception of that moment by the audience. How much separation between the object of the story
3

and the reading of the story is being filled by the presence of one’s application of creative
decisions and artistic structure? As photography’s technology evolved one of the main factors to
consider is this conception of time. How short of a moment from the continuum of life can we
examine, and upon each examining of this moment what continues to be seen or read? These
frozen slices of time, where expressions were captured, postures and motion realized, and places
unseen visited, became real in the minds of those who viewed photographs and altered the
method of creative delivery for all genres. Narrative exists between the moments, the before,
after and during, the rereading of these, and the deconstruction that occurs when we rearrange
the history of each image to represent something larger. Construction of narrative exists within
these actions, based on what is already established as the language of the photographic image
and the reality from which it is derived. This project begins in Chapter 1 with an investigation of
James Fennimore Cooper’s writing as he represents the unique position in history whose
bibliography was generated just as photography was being born. Examining his approach to
visualization can be useful in defining the role photography plays by illustrating the process of
moment generation through the literary efforts of one’s writing for an audience unfamiliar with
the photographic image and the world it delivered as it became more common. It is essential to
see the world as all had witnessed it pre-photography before we begin to discuss the difference
that photography brought with it to how the moment of a story is shared.
As familiarity with photography grew, its influence on story and its role in history
became more entwined with each other. Photographs became documents representative of
moments, people, and places for future generations with which to identify. With photography
came access to the past through images made in the direct relation to the moments being
rendered. The meaning of these moments and the language used to expand on them would
4

change as they traveled through time. Just as the photograph delivered someone who had never
traveled to Paris a lasting image of the Eiffel Tower, photography also brought with it a
familiarity of the past that had never before been imagined. It didn't take long before the power
to control history's view could be manipulated by the idea of image generation. Photography
became a tool in the efforts of writing a history that had yet been lived. William Cody’s Buffalo
Bill provides an excellent example of one commandeering the remembrance of oneself through
the permanence of photography.
Frederick Douglass was also a visionary to the power of photography and how the future
would view the new class of emancipated African Americans. His optimistic vision of identity
generation is at the core of Carrie Mae Weems’s series and to understand the dialogue between
these two points in time it is crucial to examine this aspect of photography's development as a
social tool. From Here I Saw What Happen and I Cried acts as text that documents the dialogue
between these two moments and directly addresses the role photography played in the
construction of a social narrative based on image generation.
History has a voice that continues to affect the decisions and beliefs we hold true today.
Who determines this history and whose voice continues to speak for it is the crux of Carrie Mae
Weems's work. Her reflections on race and identity for post-slavery African Americans
challenge the embedded doctrines of hate and racism that have navigated time and continue to
contribute to our country's current racist climate. Such problems create a new voice in a
conversation that has been ongoing for generations, providing a reinterpretation of histories that
have been structured through a very narrow perspective, one that perpetuates hate and
isolationism.

5

This is how one pictures the angel of history. His face is turned toward the
past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe
which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet.
The angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole what has
been smashed. (Benjamin 259)

As history continues to expand, connecting our present moment with those before, it
picks up momentum. This momentum, or energy, gains status as being accepted truth if never
challenged, and becomes the “wreckage” of the moment in which we exist. Weems asks who
has been in control of African American identity, and through her examination, attempts to
reclaim this identity through a close look at image projection and how it was central to this
narrative of racism.
There is an intrinsic connectedness that travels through the temporal and spatial
relationships our imaginations generate to find our current placement in the reality of our
present. To understand our past, we rely on the texts that continue to find relevance in our
interpretations, as seen through modern lenses manufactured from the culmination of composted
social experiences. This appropriation of others’ efforts redefines the context of such
experiences and redirects the narrative in a way that speaks to the new audience in words that
carry newfound relevance. Often, such rediscoveries unearth a residue of voice that has attached
itself to the works as they pass through the temporal, a voice that is birthed from the friction
between an idea, and effort, rubbing against the edges of time. As it continues to be "touched"
those who find purpose in the original creation formulate interpretations, and "life" is injected
into the work, making it "useful" within a newly defined context. From Here I Saw What
6

Happened and I Cried demonstrates the power such “touching” can have on the redirecting of
ideas as they pass through time headed towards future audiences.
Weems challenges the classification of literature with her series From Here I Saw What
Happened and I Cried. What this complex work represents is the brilliant culmination of
decades of photography's influence on how history is read and told. The "text" in Weems's work
becomes the passage of time, not the words or images that are included (these are merely the
tools she uses to wrestle coherency out of the turbulence of history) but the unobtainable
progressive movement of our consciousness through time. By presenting the contact points that
time has produced through layered moments of intention (the photographs) Weems incorporates
her audience into a historical trajectory; what has become is shown through our contact with
what has been. Weems distorts the temporal location of this through her structuring of a
narrative that is concerned not only with the history of racism but with one's placement in its
evolution, demonstrating the entropy of such ingrained social behaviors. It isn't useful to think
of this narrative as a lateral one, developing page after page. Instead, it is one that is being told
simultaneously through many stories that are reflective in nature, but not entirely harnessed to
the past. By placing the viewer into this work, the present becomes involved, and the future is
thus altered. By reclaiming the impact of the images and the effect of the attitudes of those who
created them, by demonstrating their vulgarity, Weems captures the integrity of each moment
used originally with mal intent. Walter Benjamin calls this the decisive moment, when a past
event regains its right of existence through a contemporary relevance. Chapter two surveys
Benjamin’s, and others’, theories and criticism written on interpreting photography as text, and
the impact that this has on our current ideas of genre. Focusing on the writing of Walter
Benjamin and his views of the language that the photographic image contributes to the ongoing
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narrative of social evolution is the crux of chapter two’s surveying of theoretical writings
concerning photography, and how it can be read. The role of history and its contribution through
the visual "Aura" and how a narrative is needed to accept the presence of the past's eternal
presence is important to understanding Weems’s efforts. Historian Hayden White provides
insight to our approach to such a cumulative narrative:
The historical documents are not less opaque than the texts studied by the literary critic.
Nor is the world those documents figure more accessible. Each new historical work only
adds to the number of possible texts that have to be interpreted if a full and accurate
picture of a given milieu is to be faithfully drawn. The relationship between the past to
be analyzed and historical works produced by analysis of the documents is paradoxical;
the more we know about the past, the more difficult it is to generalize about it. (43)

Through her use of historical images, combined with her writing, Weems offers a critical
retelling of history at a crucial moment in the development of African American studies. At the
close of the 20th century, the history of slavery and more specifically, the influence that this
history’s legacy continued to have on the identity of African Americans, was central to many
important works. With this work, Weems confronts the currents of defining a self-identity
within the boundaries of a racist society from the vantage point of looking through historical
openings that photography provides to create a contemporary narrative explaining the existence
of such an identity. This reclaiming of self happens through her deconstruction of social norms
that were projected on her historical identity of self, and through her reconstruction, she creates
a text that places itself at an important moment in American Literature. This project will present
Weems's visual text in relation to other literary works, which also examine the historical legacy's
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impact on the late 20th century. Toni Morrison’s Beloved and Edward P. Jones "Lost in the City"
are examples that address similar historical concerns and invite a comparison of approach to
Weems's series. Chapter Three will explore the connections between Weems's From Here I Saw
What Happened and I Cried and pivotal works published within the genre of African American
literature.
The construction of a narrative defines the methods through which its meaning is
interpreted. This construction becomes the frame of composition that orders the content, and its
pacing of delivery, into the “reading” through which the audience experiences a work. Works of
art are intended to challenge these methods of interpretation. Each genre provides its set of
boundaries used to distinguish its territory on the mental landscape, and which associations it
makes to other works within this classification. Great works make connections beyond the
limitations these boundaries set, and through our relationship with these works boundaries
become meaningless. Carrie Mae Weems establishes such a challenge with her work. Through
the blurring of boundaries such work brings with it a power that not only confronts the
academics of cannon construction, but also a voice that calls attention to the perpetuated racist
efforts to control another’s identity through the narrative of photographic image generation.
Appropriating this historical voice of dominance recognizes that such control over another
existed, and Weems counters this in ways that Benjamin deems necessary to liberate those in the
past from such actions against them,
To articulate the past historically does not mean to recognize it “the way it really
was” (Ranke). It means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment of
danger. Historical materialism wishes to retain that image of the past which
unexpectedly appears to man singled out by history at a moment of danger. The
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danger affects both the content over both: that of becoming a tool of the ruling
classes. In every era the attempt must be made anew to wrest tradition away from a
conformism that is about to overpower it. The Messiah comes not only as the
redeemer; he comes as the subduer of Antichrist. Only the historian will have the
gift of fanning the spark of hope in the past who is firmly convinced that even the
dead will not be safe from the enemy if he wins. And his enemy has not ceased to be
victorious. (257)

Finally, my study concludes with a discussion regarding the visual text format as a
literary work in the digital age of imagery. Weems's work was produced during the introduction
of digital photography, a time where the latent image of silver based photographic imagery was
reaching its golden age. The immediacy of digital photographic image generation and its
distribution across web-centered applications directly affects the influence of photography on
narrative. This relationship to technology and the differences in the impact of latent image vs.
immediate image, along with how the literary work alters in this transition is crucial to our
understanding of contemporary narrative construction. As mentioned earlier, the technological
advances in photography primarily have to do with time, whether through the quickness of
shutter, or the delivery to audience. Just as earlier, more traditional processes influenced the
language of story, so will these new methods. How meaning will be created through the
historical perspective of such an infinite collection of visual references will challenge traditional
formats. The definition of literacy is evolving, based on the ability to gather and impart
information in a visual form, and using Weems as a model for the dissemination of reading the
text generated through such visual stories will help in broadening the usefulness of photography
10

in the construction of texts that enlighten, educate, and transform. This work’s final chapter is
framed around the connection between photography and literacy. From Here I Saw What
Happened and I Cried acts as an exemplar of such texts that can teach through the construction
of a narrative more in line with the digital age of understanding. Time can be understood from a
different perspective, and the history that was once seen as flat and static, can become dynamic
in its reconstruction. Weems demonstrates how to activate this living connection to history, one
clearly defined in the work of Benjamin, and to engage it in a responsible redirecting. Within the
context of education in a digital world, and all of the access that this provides to information,
modernizing our methods of understanding the narrative that connects our past with our everevolving present must incorporate the photographic catalogue that has become available.
Recognizing Weems, and others, as authors of historical texts is an important step.
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Chapter 2
The Visualization of Literature and Its Relationship to Photography
“Narrative is one of the ways in which knowledge is organized. I have always
thought it was the most important way to transmit and receive knowledge. I am less
certain of that now- but the craving for narrative has never lessened, and the hunger for it
is as keen as it was on Mt. Sinai or Calvary or in the middle of the fens. Even when
novelists abandon or grow tired of it as an outmoded mimetic form, historians,
journalists, and performing artists take up the slack. Still, narrative is not and never has
been enough, just as the object drawn on a canvas or cave wall is never simply mimetic.”
(Morrison 388)

For many cultures, the passage of time seems to travel in two directions simultaneously.
There is a constant looking back into the past to find the clarity of an identity that can be
understood as the one in the moment of the present. The future becomes only a test of how well
we have connected to this past. For progress to happen, we must understand and “see” what we
have done and where we have been. This emphasis on history as a means to engage our life with
a stronger sense of purpose brings with it many complications. We must carefully examine the
aspects of the history we are embracing, and use the broader knowledge that our perspective
provides from this present moment in finding the continuities that create this historical narrative.
Kieran Egan neatly packages this idea when stating, “What we mean by the term today is a
compound of residues of various meanings people have had of it in the past” (9). Understanding
this ever shifting, reinterpretation of content presents difficulties when assigning ownership of
originality. Is it the document that becomes the most important source of speculation, or does the
12

impact it has on those viewing it and the immediate context of their contact with the document’s
influence, no matter how much “residue” it has gathered from its travels through time, become
what retains relevance? Whatever we decide our imagination has been engaged and the
documentation of this engagement becomes a narrative that tells the story of the document’s life
as it “lives” in our cultural imagination. In his 1765 Voltaire claimed that imagination was “the
power which every sentient being feels within itself to represent in its mind sensible objects. This
faculty depends on the memory. One sees human beings, animals, gardens; these perceptions
enter via the senses, the memory retains them, and the imagination composes them.” The power
of such narratives embedded in our shared creative efforts cannot be underestimated. Egan
explains,
What social needs were fulfilled by such highly developed imaginative activity so
early in human cultural history? The simple answer seems to be that this
imaginative vividness was stimulated by the need to remember. In oral traditions,
people know only what they can remember. The lore that binds a tribe together,
and helps to establish each individual’s social roles and very sense of identity, is
coded in myths. The myths are held to be sacred, and they are passed on with the
utmost care. They contain the divine warrant for the social arrangements that give
the tribe its structure and character; they determine appropriate marriage partners,
appropriate behavior and feelings towards relations and others within the tribe,
appropriate economic activities, and so on. (9-10)

Egan shows the importance of how we “tell” our stories and which ones we choose to
incorporate in defining our identity. The exclusion of many narratives results from the conscious
13

efforts to embed idealized norms within the image projection of what our nation’s tribe is
supposed to represent. These efforts, when viewed historically provide a narrative, one with
many different points of reference, but when framed through a composition of creative structure,
consolidate into a single voice, a voice that continues to determine this identity. Language is
used to transfer these ideals from time to time, from person to person. This language takes form
in literary, musical, and visual compositions, and how we “read” these determine what role they
will continue to play. All are mechanisms of mental visualization, where the reader is asked to
join in the process of imagining, of seeing something embedded within the frame of composition.
Each format brings with it uniqueness in its delivery, and until recently, has largely been
considered separate in its methods. As my study demonstrates, these methods can work in similar
ways, through the process of creating a mental picture or act of visualization in the audience’s
mind, as a means to construct a narrative. The passage of time is a necessary element of
narrative, whether within the actual consumption of information, as in process of reading a
novel, musical score or sequencing of images, or in the reflective sense that a historical narrative
presents through its revisiting of past moments. The latter requires a temporal separation of the
historical reference point that is the subject of the composition and that moment when the
composition is composed. Author Toni Morrison comments on this separation of memory from
moment to composition, “Memory is for me always fresh, in spite of the fact that the object
being remembered is done and past”. She elaborates, “Memory (the deliberate act of
remembering) is a form of willed action. It is not an effort to find out the way it really was- that
is research. The point is to dwell on the way it appeared and why it happened in that particular
way” (387). Separating the movement of memory through time, and how our reading of these
memories from different temporal vantage points is this project’s focus. Creating a composition
14

derived from relationship that the written and visual share, and how one can continue to keep this
“memory” fresh is at the heart of Weems’s construction of a text through her combination of
historical images and act of remembering them through her appropriation of imagery.
Literature is known for its ability to transport readers from the immediate presence of
their reality to a parallel moment, in place and time, where our senses are enhanced through
reference to an otherness. The reader is enlightened from the experience and becomes able to
visualize the reality of the narrative with a personal connection derived from the language used
to create this visual referencing. Similes are tools designed to offer such mental movement that
relies on imagination and are based on one’s conceptual vocabulary. Before the photograph, the
realm of visual reference material available to the author and audience was limited to the input of
actual experiences, everyday experiences that were shared by those in a typical community or
culture. The stories that were told relied on the author’s ability to provoke the audience’s
visualization of the narrative. The shared experiences of actual engagement with one’s
surroundings were the sources for almost all of one’s imaginative fortitude. Most people’s
exposure to manufactured imagery of the time was limited at best, and what was available was
nothing compared to the accuracy and accessibility that photography provided. Therefore, people
relied solely on their imagination and actual sensory exposure. Imagination is a social bond that
brings together the minds of the past with those in the present; it is what makes our individual
responses to experience while also allowing us the power to share a common vision.
With its introduction into the mainstream, photography was associated with a level of
authenticity that was never before shared by any other visual art form. In its early stages, the
photographic image was considered to be a sun painting that combined science and nature in a
way that was so pure it was thought to be a message from God. As Susan Williams states in her
15

essay on how photography was initially perceived, “The daguerreotype was not simply a
transcription or repetition of nature, but a piece of heavenly writing that demanded
contemplation of depths previously hidden” (161-174). The idea was that finally there were
means to replicate reality faithfully, a tool to project an objective representation for the world to
see, one that incorporated an honest relationship between man and nature. This naïve view of
photography’s truth didn’t take into consideration that the image was only a simulation of the
actual moment, a slice of time that was frozen and separated from its true reality, thus creating an
altered narrative that was open to interpretation. These captured moments not only have a
contemporaneous reading for those “engaged” with the same time of the photograph’s making,
but a historical one as well, one that develops over time.
Photography changed the author’s tools of visualization. Words began describing things
previously “unseen” now being “seen” through the window of photography. No longer were
words the only means used to drive the reader’s imagination in visualizing a narrative, but
photographs carried with them the simulation of experience that extended the range of one’s
imaginative capacities. Memory could now be embodied in a visual representation, allowing for
things once forgotten the ability of influence upon the minds and stories of those separated by
either time or distance. Looking at a photograph of someone or someplace made one feel as
though one had seen the subject of the picture in person, building a familiarity without having
ever simultaneously existed at the same moment or location. This familiarity is a product of the
instantaneous act of making a photograph. No longer was the composition a result of an idea that
required fermentation in the artist’s mind, and the time and skill to record such thoughts, but
instead, it was an immediate capturing of spontaneity recorded with realistic details. This
spontaneity invited a more personal connection to the moment of the photograph’s creation, thus
16

altering the concept of creative time completely. In 1987 interview with The New York Times
Morrison says about the power of image in her writing,
What is useful . . . is the images. The controlling image is useful . . . because it
determines the language that informs the text. Once I know what the shape of the
scar is, once I know that there are two patches of orange in that quilt, then I can
move. Once I have the controlling image, which can also work as the metaphor that is where the information lodges. When I know where the white space is,
when I know where the broad strokes are. (17)

An important distinction between pre- and post-photography authors is the access to a
historical visual reference. Before photography, this window of time was limited to the actual
living memory of those engaged at the moment, about 60 years. Creating works of literature
within this span guaranteed that there would be real people still alive who could relate to, and,
therefore, authenticate, the events that defined the narrative. Once these people perished, the only
artifacts remaining were the words and artistic renderings used to deliver that moment to later
generations. Once photography became accessible, this was no longer true. Most people soon
expanded the catalog of visual references through their exposure to the images captured with
photographs, preserving particular and “authentic” reference points that traveled through time
and space. Photography’s effect on the historical novel allowed this timeframe of inspiration to
be stretched further than living memory by providing the particular moments shown in a
photograph as references to future writers and readers. Photography would soon become the
collective social memory that would reference what was considered “real,” and then preserve this
reality forever. Painting and other artistic interpretations existed, but by their nature of
17

composition, and the time and skill needed to complete them, the accuracy of these images
doesn’t reflect the impact associated with the photographic image. Access to these earlier times
survives through the story, words arranged to provide perspective into different worlds, and the
author’s ability to write the reader into this story was an exercise of imagination.
Eleanor Rambo states in her article On Homer’s Similes “the point of the simile is the
verb which makes the common ground for the nouns involved” (22-31). This “ground” that
exists between the two subjects of comparison is the conceptualization that is being asked of the
audience, based on their prior knowledge. Before photography, these analogies echoed from the
everyday experiences that provided the imagery for this mental visualization. Not to deny the
role played by the public’s access to printed materials, engravings, woodcuts, paintings to name
a few, but the ability of these media to represent an actual moment stopped in time was primitive
compared to the photograph. As photography brought with it the realistic imagery of different
cultures and places to those who had never before visited them, the most important change was
the relationship that the reader had with time and through this shift, the “experience” of the
audience changed. This provided an opportunity for the evolution of the story to wed together
within a narrative the use of imagery, or the influence of imagery, to traditional literary elements
authenticating a story in ways previously unparalleled.
Homer, or at least the stories which have been associated with this name, is considered a
great artist because of the level of influence he achieves in engaging his audience and their
imagination. The language used in his realist prose has retained its significance through the
passage of time and translation. The real life experiences used to define the language of his
original audience are no longer actual reference points for today’s readers, yet the works
continue to retain their relevance. Even in our age of technological advancement, there is still an
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attraction to the craft of Homer. One of the most important reasons for this is his skill of creating
a visual language, or “mental-picture.” At a time when our culture is becoming more and more
image literate, the texts of the past that have a developed visual language are finding new
audiences. The “images” of these texts have become the property of our cultural language, one
that has been adopted and fostered by following poets and filmmakers. Weems demonstrates
how powerful such cultural language is and how such ownership of the imagery projected
through this language as it traverses time can shift social consciousness.
It is through shared experiences that Homer can draw common word knowledge from
which he composes complex arrangements resulting in distinct and unique visualizations.
William Scott, in his book The Artistry of the Homeric Simile, suggests, “Similes should be
appreciated as being purposefully formulated within the creative mind of the poet to enhance his
ongoing narrative” (144). Scott continues by clarifying how the use of simile connects the
audience to the poet when he suggests, “The interpretation of the individual simile requires the
constant participation of a co-creating audience, which has heard heroic songs sung in traditional
language for generations. For the audience of a simile to participate in such complex
communication it must share experiences with the poet” (170). The mention of a “co-creating”
audience is a powerful suggestion that connects the poet AND the audience in a creative act.
By interrupting the story’s narrative with the pause of a simile, the poet invites the
audience to allow their imagination to be directed to a specific place, the place where the poet
has the story’s continuation waiting, a place where the audience will reenter the narrative with
something more to enhance the story’s unfolding. This something more that is gained from the
simile is primarily of aesthetic value, one that depends on the simple fact that the audience does
exist. Through this existence, a language is manufactured from the cultural and personal
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experiences of the audience. The poet who transfers the energy of these outside experiences and
allows it to seep into the telling of the story demonstrates an excellent control and understanding
of this language. This guided visualization is Homer’s legacy. His eloquence and mastery
resulted in an established language, which continues to be used today.
What makes Homer’s Iliad exceptional is how he introduces the use of multiple similes
simultaneously, lashing together what would typically be thought of as incomparable objects,
into a cohesive and compelling whole resulting in a heightened understanding of the simile’s
subject. Heeding Rambo’s insight that “similes do not occur simultaneously” (22-31) brings us
to the heart of what makes Homer’s craft of the simile unique. The audience is artfully brought to
a crest, with each detail of the waxing simile being added to the last, eventually leading to an
assembled enhancement of the simile’s subject. This careful construction of guided visualization
that Homer applies to his similes is what Rambo refers to as the “memory picture” where “each
detail in its most characteristic aspect, no matter whether the sum of all the details makes a
realistic unit” (22-31). The creation of such a “memory-picture” can be followed throughout
Weems’s work, as she establishes the relationship of our current position of our reading of her
series to that of the appropriated images’ original context. The “memory picture” becomes the
movement of this imagery through time to the arrival of the viewing. This concept of movement
through time and the resulting narrative will be investigated further in Chapter 2, when the
writings of Benjamin, Barthes, and others will be reviewed in depth, but it is important to make
the association of the visualization in writing to that of the photographic image and the interplay
between the two in expanding our notion of narrative.
As the photograph removes the experience of a moment from being bound to a retelling
by becoming a device of speculation for a reflective consciousness, it provides more immediate
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access to the cultural caché of that moment, and all it becomes from that moment forward. Until
photography’s entrance, this cultural caché was preserved through the expansion of time through
the compositions of artists, performers and writers. What remained were the impressions of the
audience and their visualization of the text they encountered. It is crucial to look at such efforts
in their original context if we want to measure photography’s contribution to literature.
Returning to the work of James Fenimore Cooper provides such an opportunity. If we consider
the individual, like James Fenimore Cooper, who lived before photography and the enormous
range allowed to create for oneself interpretations of the descriptive scenes from the stories,
either written or spoken, then compare them with the modern individual living in our imageoriented world, we can quickly come to the conclusion that our range of imagination has changed
over time. Cooper offers an opportunity to revisit a time when authors had to consider these
tangible experiences of their readers as the primary palette from which to create imaginary
landscapes in which their stories could unfold.
Cooper’s fascination with history paired with his creative delivery makes his work a
bridge connecting the appreciation of aesthetic principles to the value of historical context inherit
to a literary work. By looking back at Cooper’s time, and then, once again retreating into the past
through the passage of Cooper’s narrative, we are awarded an objectivity needed to understand
how history itself can be a form of aesthetic experience as represented in the story. His
construction of such a distant reality offers an excellent opportunity to examine the structuring of
such “otherness” in the writing of American authors before the influence photography presented
to the imaginative qualities of the reader’s mind. This “visualization” that takes place in the
reader’s mind centers itself on varying aesthetic experiences. As Jerry Farber states in What is
Literature? What is Art? Integrating Essence and History,
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When aesthetic experience is at its fullest, however, we are, in experiential terms,
inhabiting not our world but the world of the image. We are provided not only with a
respite from an oppressive self-concern but also with an opportunity to perceive and
think and feel within this space that has been liberated. (17)

If we approach Cooper’s The Wept of Wish-ton-Wish with the aim of pinpointing the
content that triggers such experiences, we can then begin to peel back the layers of his style to
examine his treatment of that which is historical. By doing so, we can determine the value of the
historical influences as an aesthetic experience, one that is representative of pre-photography
writing.
Cooper sees fiction not as an opposing force to history, but instead as a means of bringing
clarity and understanding to the historical episode centered in his novel. As he stated in The Last
of the Mohicans, “History, like love, is apt to surround her heroes with an atmosphere of
imaginary brightness” (353). By delivering his audience to the Heathcote’s settlement Cooper
enables us to experience the mood of the time, to believe in the prevailing themes of that time by
narrowing our vision so that there is no other choice than to live inside the space he has created.
Cooper himself suggests to his audience to “try the experiment of reading works of the
imagination as if they were intended for matters of fact. Such a plan might enable them to
believe in the possibility of fiction” (Baveystock). This is the higher form of truth that Cooper
dedicates himself to, not merely restating or reordering the events of the past, but by breathing
life into them so that they may continue to remain a part of the national identity that Cooper and
other contemporaries are committed to defining. He created an entirely unique moment of
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visualization in the American experience of developing and preserving the literary identity of our
history.
Cooper worked from the position that all other writers before him did, that of writing
one’s audience into the space of the story, using only reference to the sensory experiences shared
by all that defined the imaginary limits of his audience. These limits on the reader’s ability to
visualize expanded with contact to photography. Instantly, one who had never seen a Native
American was presented with the image from a photograph that would become the face of every
Native American character they were ever to read about again. The implications of this visual
exposure are vast, but for Cooper, they place a value on his words and their descriptive
eloquence as being representative of the writer’s art of creating before photography. It is not my
assertion that there is less creativity or ease of burden on writers since Cooper, only that
photography presented a different landscape for the author, the telling of the story changed as the
readers’ minds expanded with the referential information associated with the experience of
viewing photographs.
When considering authors who have inspired great works of fine art, very few have as
strong a connection as Cooper. The inspiration that Thomas Cole and the Hudson River School
found in Cooper’s works is a testimony to the power his words had on the reader’s imagination.
This connection between painting and story wasn’t merely illustrative, where scenes and
characters from Cooper’s works were recreated. Instead, the qualities that these painters tried to
capture were more atmospherically inspired, scenes that “felt” like the places in Cooper's
writing. With his interest in historical fiction, his scenes were ones he had to visualize for
himself, reconstructing the inaccessible into an experience so profoundly felt by those who
entered through his words. The space created in his stories has become representative of the
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periods he depicted, finding imagery through his words that remain embedded in our imaginative
view of those times. Cooper’s The Wept of Wish-ton-Wish forms a credible coordinate to use
when charting the function of imagination in interpreting texts and the efforts of writers to
engage their readers’ ability to visualize. This experience remains entirely literary allowing for
the imagination of the reader to be still in control of how the scene or character is represented in
form. Through careful examination, it becomes evident how Cooper utilizes this process of the
reader’s visualization of the text in an effort to create a stronger and lasting image of time
recreated.
Much like a photographic image is framed and defined by the edges of the surface it is
presented on, Cooper sets the boundaries of the moments he offers by beginning with
observations that extend beyond what is physical. There are many moments in The Wept of Wishton-Wish that demonstrate Cooper’s approach, each with unique qualities. As in my earlier
reference to the passage from The Pioneers, Cooper begins the reader’s journey with a
discussion of a passage from winter to spring. In this instance, however, he challenges the
literary interpretation of spring in the hands of poets. It is Cooper who is speaking here, to us the
contemporary reader on the receiving end of his words. They are timeless in their direction,
cerebral in their content, and by the act of causing the reader to bring their relationship with
spring to the surface; Cooper has prompted the reader to envision a timeless picture of something
abstract. What spring feels like becomes illustrated through the concrete images of the reader’s
personal history with the idea of spring. These individual images are the boundaries that Cooper
proceeds to fill with a narrowing of focus. He directs this visual creation with precision, as he is
careful not to cloud the imagery that each has conjured while reading his discourse on Spring and
Autumn, but continues to zoom into the precise moment he is patiently delivering to his
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audience. Careful not to allow the textures of the fictitious reality to overpower the personal
vision of the reader as he draws them back to the Heathcotes’ world, time is the element Cooper
discusses first, not place or person. The readers arrive with a thoughtful and personal image to
where the story is waiting for them. This is introduced with the thought of passing time, “more
than half a year”, which begins the introduction to place. It is April, but as Cooper has already
demonstrated in his earlier discourse on Spring, this location on the calendar means little.
Everything is frozen, and the reader feels this, sees this, without Cooper ever physically
describing the scene; it is the essence of a timeless place that is composed, somewhere accessible
to everyone.
The first descriptive details of this moment in the story are of Content leading a group
into the forest. Cooper doesn’t say anything other than the word “forest,” yet this forest exists in
the reader’s imagination through Cooper’s eloquent crafting of imagery leading up to this exact
moment. The reader finally arrives at the story, once again transcending the distance of time
between their life and that of the Heathcotes. To make this visual journey final, Cooper plants the
reader into the story with the sound of a foot touching the frozen earth. Without ever describing
the sound, the reader hears it, and at that moment the story becomes alive. Cooper has
accomplished this through establishing an atmosphere that invites the reader’s imagination to
visualize the moment, without dictating how that moment looks. This is what makes Cooper such
a technician of the visual, and why his works have inspired so many to interpret his literary
moments in painting. His aesthetic allows an openness of space to fill with imagery generated
through personal histories, making the relationship between readers and story an intimate one.
For many, Cooper is a gateway to the experience of the American wilderness, an
experience he saw diminishing during his life. His work is an attempt to preserve this experience,
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much like a photograph captures a moment, to be viewed by later generations, providing
imaginative access to a time that would otherwise be inaccessible. By choosing the setting of
17th-Century Puritan Connecticut, he pushes his story to one of the furthest points in the
collective Euro-American consciousness that his imagination can travel. His ability to create
such visual impressions makes this journey imaginable, establishing access not only to the
physical real setting and customs of the Puritans, but also the atmospheric qualities as well. The
situations he creates carry with them worth that extends past their descriptive and symbolic
value, offering an aesthetic generated through a pre-photography visualization by both author
and audience. These lasting images that Cooper orchestrates exemplify the literary imagination
at the moment just before photography began to alter the reader’s imaginative process of
envisioning. He demonstrates a literary approach to recreating the essence of historical events,
by connecting his reader with the distant past with imagery he incorporates into his writing.
Recognizing how valuable a mental picture is in validating this connection, Cooper’s authorship
records these efforts in a way that inspired historical referencing to these precise moments he
recorded. The imaginary images inspired by his writing were the beginning of a national identity
cataloged within a visual cache that would soon collaborate with photography in preserving this
“idea” of how specifics are remembered; and how these specifics continue to shape our cultural
biases.
As the photographic image exponentially spread throughout society, it became a familiar
record of time, place, and event for most of society. Those who grasp the relationship a
photograph has in historical terms, projecting its “story” onto future viewers as a record of the
past, were able to manipulate these images and their historical relevance. James Fenimore
Cooper well understood the relationship of memory to mental visualization. His ability to
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activate each reader’s individual sensory experiences and orchestrate the imagery inspired by
these into specific moments within his story is a valid reason why his works continue to carry
such weight. Cooper’s skill, along with the historical timing of his writing, makes his work an
excellent point of reference in examining photography’s evolution and the impact author’s
influence has on reader’s visualization. As Carrie Mae Weems will demonstrate, these social
images continue to recreate a historical narrative accessed through the text these images
generate. The continuum from Cooper to Weems encapsulates almost two centuries of
photography’s relationship with the literary efforts of narrative generation and offers a window
to society’s evolving literacy with the photographic image. Weems created From Here I saw
What Happened and I Cried in 1995-96, just as photography was turning digital, and the internet
was in its infancy. The instant image, and instant publishing of that image, requires a different
study, one that will briefly be discussed in the final chapter, but the period of focus for this study
is concerned more with the latent image of photography before the digital age, and how
photography, during this stage of its growth, expanded the reading of history’s text. Natalie
Davis clearly demonstrates the importance of our “reading” of the past, as historians are the ones
who bridge the past with the future. She states,
History is simultaneously a form of literature; a mode of inquiry and proof, about
whose fruits we have an obligation to fellow historians, to dead subjects of the
past, and to readers of the future; and an arena for struggles of power and
collaboration. Of especial importance to me is the historian’s compact with the
past… and the historian’s promise to the future. It is a compact sealed in the blood
of birth and death, and our stories must respect that stain. (209)
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Before photography, memory was rooted in the experiences from traditional sources of
communal identity. As Jennifer Green mentions, “Following the invention of photography, the
value of historical knowledge became quickly and directly correlated to an ability to see the
material of one’s study” (148). The Nineteenth Century brought with it the means to challenge
such deeply embedded characteristics. One of these was the means to preserve an instance with
film that could be shared later. These “shared” memories that photography has framed have
helped construct a modern identity of our society. Folklore is the result of the passage through
time of the stories we share, defining a commonality. With photography becoming more and
more accessible to the population, these stories become more individualized and permanent as
they were recorded with film. This permanence afforded the recorded moment an “afterlife” so
to say, the ability to continue to exist. Green articulates this clearly when she says, “It is
impossible to describe what a photograph shows without suggesting the history it relates because
we read a photograph literarily; that is to say, we read it as though it were a text capable of
telling us something” (149).
Through the image’s immortality a new type of story becomes defined, a narrative that
reflects upon a moment that, by the nature of its framing, is just that, a moment. The decisions
that contributed to the formation of that moment, the stimuli that arranged all that carried that
moment to fruition, become left to interpretation. All things happen as part of a chain reaction.
No moment could ever exist outside of what has happened before, or after unless it is the
moment of a photograph. This inert quality of the photograph makes it unique. The fact that
photography projected a sense of realness that authenticated the existence of the subject of the
image, and simultaneously separated this “reality” from the natural “reality” from which it was
derived, makes the reading of photographs complicated. The framing of the image, that is to say,
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the chosen subject, the placement of the subject within a setting, and then the actual composition
that takes place within the boundaries of the two-dimensional image, becomes an important part
of establishing the narrative. This narrative doesn’t necessarily stem from only one image, but
instead, it is something compiled from the complete experience that forms the one image into
something larger. This larger “text” provides many reference points in time and place that when
compiled can validate an altered reality. Not that this is a fictional reality; instead, it is one that is
defined by changing contexts of how and when the justified existence of photographic imagery is
read. Take for instance the idea of image generation through the documented efforts William
Cody took to create the persona of Buffalo Bill and his Wild West Show of the 1880’s and 90’s.
Hannah Arendt in her book The Human Condition states,
Human essence… the essence of who somebody is- can come into being only
when life departs, leaving behind nothing but a story… Even Achilles… remains
dependent upon the storyteller, poet, or historian, without who everything he did
remains futile. (204)

There are moments when the alignment of events defines a particular outcome that, when
viewed historically provide an insight into the evolution of the present. As the “newness” of both
the western landscape and the photographic experience diminished we were left with this
landscape becoming a symbol of the frontier in the myth that was generated into fiction. New
places were created to feed the imagination and its need to “visualize” this experience of the
frontier. This can be seen in practical examples, such as the re-imaging, or image generation, of
Buffalo Bill, and others, who embraced the momentum of the Western landscape and the essence
of visualization in photography to establish alter realities. These realities, defined and directed
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through their interpretations of truth, became a foundation for future reference. It is upon these
adjusted and manufactured stories that the narrative flows through and the photographic image
becomes the medium for this narrative storytelling. Understanding the history that the Wild West
Show was built upon, as well as tracing the influences from this experience until now, creates the
passage of time through which we can construct the narrative. There is no text in the traditional
sense of the word, but the presence of a story, or narrative, that continues to influence the
contemporary view of the Western genre through the visual text of photography is certainly
worth investigating as it exemplifies the power photography has in preserving and projecting
manufactured “truths” that continue to impact our social interactions today.
Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show of the late Nineteenth Century offers a unique point of
reference from its timing, both technologically in relationship to photography’s evolution, and
socially in regard to the American West’s transition from an actual place and experience into a
simulation of a vanishing reality that comes to represent the genre of the Western. Buffalo Bill
framed his performance as an actual “living picture.” For a connection to be made, the show had
to draw upon the shared “experiences” that had become representative of the audience’s
understanding of the Frontier myth. Richard Slotkin addresses this in his essay “The White City
and the Wild West”, “Cody was of course well aware that his representation of historical events
was inaccurate, to say the least. But he seems to have been sincere in his belief that the Wild
West offered something like a poetic truth in its representation of the frontier. His ‘truth’ had two
aspects, the pictorial and the moral" (77). But for all of the regard to truth that the Wild West
claimed to have, it was as much concerned with the marketing of a product. The product in this
particular instance is that of a vision, a vision that would become the history’s harvest from the
image of Buffalo Bill preserved through intention in photography. It was important that the Wild
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West was an experience that felt familiar to the audience. This familiarity was based on the preexisting ideas of what the American West was like, ideas that were the products of simulations.
Photographs and stories had established in the public’s mind a sense of knowing, and Buffalo
Bill was the character they expected to see in that environment. The thirty-odd years that the
Wild West Show traveled the earth can be seen as one of the first occasions of an author’s
attempt at creating a story for others that relied on audience’s familiarity with photographic
imagery. If a story can be structured from the paratextual material of this experience known as
the Wild West Show then we can look at contemporary storytelling differently, and connect it to
the moment of history that has deeply shaped our national identity and defined an era.
William Cody was a master of what has today been coined “transmedia” storytelling, the
collaboration between media forms in the constructing of a single narrative. Buffalo Bill was a
public hero, one of the first in this new world who was immediately recognized in a room full of
strangers. His picture hung in the rooms of many and created a mythology around this graphic
icon from the dime novel stories that assigned heroic deeds to this recognizable face. He
understood how writing oneself into the history of a nation required the impossibility of
perfection, thus insisting on the molding of his self-image to match the hero of the stories. This
generated public image required William Cody to wear a mask, that of the character Buffalo Bill,
and as he recreated himself, the entire world changed with him. He realized the need to
document his new identity, the creation of a face that has come to represent a time now gone.
Cody authenticated Buffalo Bill through photography. He relied on the public’s access to
the photographic image. Though not everyone acted as a photographer, most owned photographs
in the late nineteenth century. The carte de visite was a common object of exchange and the
person always tried to look their best when becoming the focus of these self-impressions. Being
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photographed was a means to becoming immortal. Those who followed in time were now able to
gaze upon a face, and therefore one would never be forgotten. When looking back at these
images, we see the subjects differently than those who were their contemporaries. The subjects
of these images travel through time becoming the objects from which we simulate a reality that
was never completely real. Not that the time or era wasn’t real, but the understanding of that
moment is based on a simulation, an image, that has come to represent it. Our understanding
isn’t derived from our direct experience, but instead, from the image, and the interpretation that
is a result of the dialogue between the viewer and the object. What makes this contact with the
Wild West through photography even more interesting is the fact that the Wild West was a
recreation, or retelling, of historical events, thus making the photograph a simulation of a
simulation. This twice-removed perception of has been treated through time as documentation. It
is this duality of existence that can be seen as the unifying theme that defines the Wild West. The
Wild West was a mixture of fact and fiction, truth and untruths, simulations and recreations.
To appreciate the impact of Cody’s Buffalo Bill character, and the influence of
photography on image generation, we need to look to those who embodied the same spirit of
frontier hero, his predecessors of the page. These were men whose faces were preserved through
time with woodcuts or copper plate etchings. The words these men wrote about themselves and
the characters they created when considering the American Frontier, were words that continue to
tell the story of our regeneration through a period that defined not only our country’s borders but
also our nation’s reflective identity. Daniel Boone became Davy Crockett, who whispered into
Cooper’s protagonist Natty Bumpo’s ear, “Time to wake up… Time to head West.” The
resulting journey took place on the edge of our frontier for the next one-hundred and fifty years
and was told to us through the passing down of written words and “documented” deeds. What is
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interesting is to watch how William Cody decides to build a character in response to a character
that was already constructed for him through the development of the “frontier hero” in these
earlier works (See Appendix A, Figure 1).
As photography enters into this narrative discussion the definition of character changes:
the subject of the image becomes the object of description. Albeit, the subject may never actually
encounter the idea or place it is used to represent in a “reader’s” mind. The one-second click of a
camera’s shutter ultimately defines one’s place in eternity. For William Cody, this was seen as
an opportunity. He was a product of the times he later scripted into his performances: a cowboy
hero protecting the ideals of our freedom and manhood, someone we could allow to become the
guardian of a special time in our nation’s development that came to a close under his watch. The
same character attributes of his predecessors of legend tunneled their way into Buffalo Bill’s
genetic structure. Our vision of the frontier hero required him to be a white man in control of his
environment, someone virtuous and brave, who was always victorious.
The primary difference between the authors before William Cody was that their window
of historical reference to an actual living memory of the times they wrote about was held to a
timeframe of about sixty years. Working within this span guaranteed that there would be real
people still alive who could relate to, and therefore authenticate, the events that defined their
narrative. Once these died, the only artifacts remaining were the words used to deliver the story.
This wasn’t true any longer, now that photography not only provided a means of expansion of
visual references for the living, but it also preserved a distinct and “authentic” reference point
that traveled through time. No longer were the heroes bound to ink and paper and the
imagination of future readers; they were able to immortalize their image and their actions, in a
format that authenticated their existence forever. Photography’s effect on the narrative of the
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historical novel allowed for this timeframe to be stretched further than living memory by
providing the particular moments shown in a photograph as references. Photography would soon
become the collective social memory that would provide a reference to what was considered
“real”. Cody understood the implications of this. He was not only concerned with the “proof” for
his immediate audiences; Cody knew that he was creating his legacy through the story of the
visual images he so carefully generated. His place in our historical mythology is dependent on
these visual artifacts and the story that they tell.
Cody’s Wild West attracted millions of viewers throughout its run. As Joy Kasson points
out in her book Buffalo Bill’s Wild West, “The Wild West represented by Cody’s show came to
be understood by its audience as a nostalgic re-creation rather than a representation of the world
of the present” (65). These viewers came to realize that they were witnessing a re-creation of a
nostalgic time that was being delivered to them by a man whose connection to the period was
authentic, as was attested to through the multiple endorsements and photographs of “trusted”
members of society found in the show’s programs. A program note from 1886 states,
It is the aim of the management of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West to do more than
present an exciting and realistic entertainment for the public amusement. Their
object is to PICTURE TO THE EYE, by the aid of historical characters and living
animals, a series of animated scenes and episodes, which had their existence in
fact, of the wonderful pioneer and frontier life of the Wild West of America.
(Slotkin 67)

Stereotypes constructed in the dime novel publications were adopted into the script of the
Wild West’s performances in order not to challenge them, but to reinforce them. The role of the
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white male was always in the position of dominance over Native Americans and Latinos. This
isn’t to suggest that William Cody believed in these conditions, but his character Buffalo Bill had
to subscribe to them because the audience expected him to. When examining the photographs of
the Native American cast members of the Wild West we see that they are depicted in a position
of inferiority. Often they are seen being paraded around foreign cities wearing a hodgepodge of
traditional Indian apparel, standing next to Cody, who is dressed in contemporary clothing. Cody
never afforded the Native Americans that choice of regenerative identity, the opportunity to
define their image through photography. Instead, he needed the Native Americans always to be
Indians, or else his show would cease to be relevant (Appendix A, Figure 2 & 3).
The Native American’s role within the Wild West’s performances and their
representation in the paratextual material from this provides an example of the framing of
narrative that aided in the construction of the stereotypes that have penetrated our contemporary
social awareness of Native Americans. This “framing” illustrates a plan of action that was used
to market the show through the validation of subjects based on preexisting ideals held by an
uninformed public. William Cody construed this narrative for the Wild West around these social
expectations, and the photographs that were included in the programs, or used for marketing
publicity, attest to this. This framing of the “Indian” turns all Native Americans into a symbol for
the frontier, something frozen in time by the appearance captured in the photographic portrayal
endorsed and directed by William Cody. This identity is defined through the power of the
oppressor, the one with access to the creation of the photograph. This access dictates the view of
Native Americans for decades following the actual moment of the image’s creation.
Understanding how these images become documents upon which a national history is built
demonstrates the effect of the picture upon the narrative that stems from these staged moments. It
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is important to remember that most of the portraits of those involved in the Wild West Show
were taken in photography studios that were, more often than not, located in the major Eastern
cities like New York or Washington D.C. These “settings” were created from the imagination of
the image-maker whose job it was to reinforce the narrative of the Wild West. As Williams
points out, “Imagination took different direction… now that the “setting” was provided in the
format of imagery, the story or plot that occurred in these places was more elaborated” (163).
When examining these photographs carefully we see the use of props. Usually, there is always a
gun, if not multiple guns, and the apparel of the subjects reflects a performer’s more than that of
real cowboys. Not only do we see Cody presenting his character wearing the finest clothing,
often embroidered beyond what could ever be practical, but we also see pictures of Cody himself
dressed almost like a pimp at times. He insists always to be shown in the light of wealth and
power. When photographed with Native Americans, Cody is always in a position of superiority.
His hand is always the one highest when holding something, like a gun, together, and his
placement in the image is always either in the center with all of the Indians standing around him,
or off to one side, like the coach in team pictures. The gaze of the Indians usually is downward
while Cody is almost always looking outward towards the horizon. These framing choices
contribute to the overall narrative that has been established by the Wild West and play an
important role in determining the historical perspective derived from the effects such images
have on future audiences (Appendix A, Figure 2 &3).
The popularity and accessibility of photographic imagery occurred simultaneously with
the era when most African Americans were redefining themselves as emancipated Americans. It
is interesting to note that as most ex-slaves were unable to read or write, their rise in literacy as a
race coincided with the development of a visual literacy resulting from the increase in
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photography’s accessibility and evolving printing methods. Frederick Douglass believed in the
new forms of communication and called photography a “weapon” in the war of regenerating his
race’s identity. Douglass declares, “We have pictures, true pictures, of every object which can
interest us” (7). What Douglass sees as the “true picture” is what becomes the focus of Carrie
Mae Weems’s work. What Weems demonstrates is just how “true” photographs can be to an
ideology centered on prejudice whose intent is to reinforce the stereotypes of inferiority placed
upon populations of color through embedded visual policies governed by hate. Just as Cody
preserved the legend of Buffalo Bill through his use of the lasting memory photography
provided, there were efforts to dehumanize the newly emancipated African Americans through
imagery created by the hands of those in control of the photographic narrative. Weems’s
awareness of photography’s relationship with late Nineteenth-Century America, and her intent to
include this social relevance as part of her narrative, is demonstrated by her choice to frame each
image of the series as if it were a daguerreotype. With the daguerreotype’s introduction into
society came the ability for most people to create a lasting image of oneself that could travel
through time and place. For Douglass, the daguerreotype was a means of presenting and
preserving sentimentality, the essence of what defines the individual. Through a photographic
representation, a person could now immortalize their view of themselves for future generations.
Frederick Douglass mentions this in his Pictures and Progress speech in 1865,
Men of all conditions and classes can now see themselves as others see them and
as they will be seen by those who shall come after them. What was once the
special and exclusive luxury of the rich and greats is now the privilege of all. The
humblest servant girl may now possess a picture of herself such as the wealth of
kings could not purchase fifty years ago. (8)
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From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried consists of thirty-three late 19th and early
20th Century photographs, several of which were acquired from Harvard University’s archive.
Weems states,
The historical photographs were made for very, very different reasons originally.
At least most of them were. They were intended to undercut the humanity of
Africans and of African Americans in particular. This way of looking at the
African as subject says a great deal more about Anglo-American photographers
than it does about the African subject. (Willis 33)

Weems continues, “When we’re looking at these images, we’re looking at the ways in
which Anglo-America, white America, saw itself in relationship to the black subject” (Epstein).
This view is awarded to Weems through the vantage point of retrospection and the separation
from the actuality of the photograph’s creation. This temporal divide between subject and viewer
sets the tone for Weems’s narrative and highlights how the photographer’s prejudice was used to
create the image of a marginalized character, the “African American,” which contributed to the
metatext of oppression imposed on people of color.
In Weems’s series narrative isn’t read chronologically. Time isn’t how this piece is
experienced. It is retrospective, but simultaneously present. The reflection of the viewer is alive,
as are the influences of such commentary that the historical images are displaying. Nothing is
ever pinned down to a precise moment, or location; however, it is specific in time and place, as
the photograph has determined it to be. That is where Cody and Douglass’s discussions become
relevant. The photograph is born of immediate context but is immediately set free from such
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limitations. It becomes multi-layered through time’s handling of its meaning, evolving into a
continual discourse that is as much about how history works as it is about the content of its
subject. As Joan Scott explains, “Storytelling is a quintessentially social activity. It requires not
only readers or listeners but other storytellers. Stories are at once the raw material and the
cultural product of memory. Their telling creates a sense of immediacy (even when they are
about very old events or actions)” (205). Weems demonstrates how the investment of earlier
photographers to construct visual references of their particular racial ideas through image
projection, and the momentum and effects that these efforts have produced with their passage
through time, can be redirected. By removing the value of the images through her rewriting of
context, Weems democratizes the purpose of these images by redirecting their meaning,
revealing their historically biased social positions. The act of engaging these historical narratives
of racism in our country through a photographic dialogue reveals the complexities that
photography has presented to the writing of such a history, one that is contemporaneous with the
history of photography. It is important to reexamine Benjamin’s Aura and his ideas on history’s
gaze when attempting to process and read photographs. By creating history through the living
image of a photograph, there is much to consider and a close examination of the contributions of
those concerned with the challenges of reading the photographic image will deepen our
interpretation of Weems’s work. The next chapter surveys some of the writing from theorists
concerned with reading photographs, and the impact such readings have on the construction of
our cultural language.
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Chapter 3
The Architecture of Text
“..the struggle of man against power is the struggle of memory against
forgetting."
Milan Kundura
Looking into the eyes of a younger self, framed within a photograph, there lies
recognition between that which was and that which is. This “gaze” of reflection upon an earlier
self establishes a distance that separates the moment of the gaze and the object of the gaze. The
experience of existing from the captured moment until the present becomes a text or narrative
connecting the actual moment in the photograph with everything else that follows. A historical
reference is established that is proof of one existing at an earlier time. It isn't a recreation of that
moment as in a painting or written account; it is that moment, one that continues to exist for all
eternity as that moment. Understanding this concept of an eternal moment and how time and our
conception of history are tuned by such referencing of photography raises many questions. How
do we engage such immediate access to frozen time within photographs as relics, while
recognizing the regenerative qualities that photographs have of our contemporary existence?
What is the impact on our methods of storytelling when such access to our past is obtained? How
do we determine the quality of truth within the photograph while the image as object continues to
represent information that shifts as we learn more about ourselves, and our histories, with each
viewing?
By the late 1800’s the world had become inundated with the layering of moment upon
moment, each eternalized as it was burned into existence through photography’s processes. As
seen in the previous chapter, photography immediately impacted the process of visualization for
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writer and audience, broadening the influence of image referencing for practically everyone.
Understanding what this meant for future readers, those who would be able to retell the stories
from the past in magnificently different ways became a concept many began to examine. How
does one grasp time being handed from generation to generation as it is preserved within
photography? What methods of storytelling work with, and in response to, these new artifacts,
these frozen reflections that invite a reviewing of yesterday? After almost two centuries we
continue to grapple with photography's role in our social dialogue, and as the digital age of
image production and publishing brings with it a new significance, it calls for a reexamination of
some earlier theorists’ work on photography and narrative. Carrie Mae Weems answers with
such an opportunity. Having produced From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried at the cusp
of photography's shift from latent image to the immediacy of the digital image, Weems are able
to reexamine the period in photography's history as a pre-digital object. This distinction is
important to make, as the social implications of photography in a web-based world are different
and will be examined in the final chapter of this dissertation, but the primary focus here is the
work of Carrie Mae Weems and how she has constructed a narrative from the reflection, or gaze,
through time that is unique to rereading the photographic image. Her appropriation of historical
photographs takes that which has already been created and reconstructs a truth that is arrived at
through the time travelled from their original creation. The span of time this series addresses is
from the end of slavery until the point of Weems’ reflection on how the identify of the African
American race has been constructed through continued referencing to slavery. She not only
confronts the oppression of intentional imagery from racist views, but also considers the legacy
and history of identifying as being African American. This residue of history, and how it is read,
is at the heart of Weems’ series. She views our relationship with the past, and the part it plays in
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our present sense of self, as being similar to gazing into a photograph of oneself and how there is
simultaneously a connection to and separation from that which makes us whole. What makes
photography unique in this is how there is that which is real, yet distant, from the point of
reference it is being viewed.
The dichotomy of existence photography presents is essential in understanding Weems
and her work. Roland Barthes set the standard for interpreting photographs in his book Camera
Lucida. The photographer’s actions, the content of the photograph, and the viewer’s prior
knowledge all determine the story, or meaning, of an image. Barthes suggest that the following
relationships define the context of meaning in a photograph,
A photograph can be the object of three practices (or of three emotions, or of three
intentions): to do, to undergo, to look. The Operator is the Photographer. The
Spectator is ourselves, all of us who glance through collections of photographs- in
magazines and newspapers, in books, albums, archives… And the person or thing
photographed is the target, the referent, a kind of little simulacrum, and eidolon
emitted by the object, which I should like to call the Spectrum of the Photograph,
because this word retains, through its root, a relation to “spectacle” and adds to it
that rather terrible thing which is there in every photograph: the return of the
dead. (9)
Barthes asks that we consider how the photograph as an image can be approached, but
also to look at how that image exists as an object that requires redefining each time it is
approached, taking into account the history that has developed along with its existence as an
object. For Barthes, the one who makes the image, the photographer, brings to the composition
both conscious and unconscious decisions or choices. Through these, and whatever elements of
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chance that are involved, the photographic image is created, and the reality in front of the camera
becomes flattened into a stagnant existence for eternity. Never again will that moment exist in
precisely the same order as it was when it instantaneously became a two-dimensional object that
will only act as a referent to that moment for all time that follows. This person, the photographer,
is referred to by Barthes as the Operator, the one who decides to begin the life of the photograph
as the object. The other factor to present is the object or content of the image. To be clear, when
referring to the "image" this is what is being discussed, the content of the photograph. Barthes
names this the Spectrum. It is what we see, or gaze into when we view a photograph. The
“object” is the tangible outcome of what contains the Spectrum. Distinguishing between these
two is essential, and will be further explained through a close reading of Weems’ work. Finally,
according to Barthes, there is the audience or viewer, and everything they bring to the viewing.
This is the Spectator and represents the present moment of the viewing of the Spectrum. Once
the object is created there are different present moments of viewing, each contributing to the
narrative being created within the history of the object's existence. As our perspectives shift with
each viewing, then the residue that is attached to the image continues to collect. This idea of
narrative generation and the content that the original Operator and Spectrum created as it collects
a history becomes a powerful means of understanding the impact that photography has had on
our ability to review our histories, both individually and collectively. It is this that Weems
captures with her series, capacity to address the entire span that images can exist within, and the
narrative that is derived from their existence. Using imagery that was generated in response to
the racial attitudes of the Operator, from within the social presence of racial biases (the
Spectrum) we begin to read the collective narrative differently than a single moment or image.
This reading of Weems as the Spectator consists of Weems and her appropriation of the history
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that is contained within the imagery of the photographic objects. It deals directly with our social
memory of a passage of time that is referenced within the photographic images. How the objects
arrived to Weems the Spectator and all that they have accumulated because of their existence,
defines the narrative quality of her work.
So, if Weems creates a work, which is referenced upon her act of Spectator, then what is
it that we are left with from her experience and production? I believe that returning to Walter
Benjamin’s work provides clarity in approaching such inquiry. Benjamin speaks of the
speculative devices of a reflective conscious, devices that are ultimately removed from the first
handedness of their creation and allowed existence and worth as they become "keepsakes" that
reinitiate engagement with the cultural cache that continually evolves. Each new engagement, or
contact, with the device, produces a reflective quality that is referenced from a new point in time,
a new perspective that increases the overall value to our present social knowledge. Each of these
devices loses such potential as it is forgotten, and its impact is redirected as it transforms itself
through each retelling. Before photography, these retellings were the only point of visual
reference, these recreations of artist and author. With photography's mechanical reproduction of
precise moments, copying with an exactness that delivers an accuracy of detail, these
"speculative devices" of photography provide an eternal mirror's reflection onto such captured
moments. These moments that become images and continue to exist beyond the original moment
are what Laura Wexler refers to in her essay “A More Perfect Likeness”. Wexler introduces the
idea, or role, of the revenant2 as “one who himself returns from the dead” (147) and assigns this
value to the lasting worth of an immortality of one’s own essence through the act of
photography. This “return of the dead,” according to Barthes, that happens because of the

2

Derived from the French revenir meaning “to come back,” “to come again,” “to return” (Wexler)
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photograph generates a narrative, a text so to say, that the voice of the revenant uses to exist
through. There is no “text” in the traditional sense of the word, but the presence of a story, or
narrative, that continues to influence the contemporary view of the image and the history to
which it is attached. Wexler credits Frederick Douglass with this constant intangible factor of
interpretation. Douglass believed that this was the power or inertia, photography provided and
hoped it would be used to redefine the image of African Americans in post-slavery America.
What Wexler explains is that the story of the photograph carries with it a power, or value, that
transcends time while connecting moments through time. The vantage point of history defines
the dialogue between subject, that which was photographed, and object, that which the subject
becomes as it travels through time as a photographic image. These effects of time on the image
construct grounds for a narrative to exist. This narrative doesn't necessarily stem from only one
image, but instead, it is something compiled from the complete experience that establishes the
one image into something larger. Weems focuses on interpreting what this "larger" experience
affords a contemporary viewing. Through her composition of image and text, she directs the
narrative, offering a voice to those "captured" in history within the photograph.
Jennifer Greene, in her article “Stories in an Exhibition: Narrative and Nineteenth
Century Photographic Documentary”, proposes that the photograph is read literarily as it relates
to the history it presents, and thus becomes a text capable of telling us something historical
(149). In this regard, the photograph then becomes the temporal index to which Benjamin refers.
It is what communicates directly to the Spectator from the moment of the Spectrum. Dialogue is
established with our past, one that continues to receive and transmit meaning. As Benjamin
explains, the projection of the image, whether consciously as in the case of William Cody's
Buffalo Bill or unconsciously, is an act of conversing with the future. It is our role as the receiver
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of such language to interpret it and the history that separates the authentic moment from the
object it has become as it passed through time.
When Frederick Douglass was speaking about photography’s role in reimaging the way
African Americans were viewed in society, he was referring to the energy of images that had yet
to be created, moments yet unseen. He was speaking directly to the narrative quality such
moments possess, not the specific images themselves, not Barthes’ Spectrum, but instead to an
ethereal quality that such images generate as they speak to the future. Douglass understood the
influence of the photographic image on the historical narrative being written during his life and
how this would particularly affect the future of race relations regarding African Americans. With
photography, he had hoped to successfully direct this narrative with visual imagery in a way that
presented the individual as unique and valuable. He states, “The great discoverer of modern
times, to whom coming generations will award special homage, will be Daguerre. Morse has
brought the seeds of the earth together, and Daguerre has made it a picture gallery. We have
pictures, true pictures, of every object which can interest us” (7). For Douglass, the
daguerreotype was a means of presenting and preserving sentimentality; the essence of what
defines the individual. Through a photographic representation, a person could now immortalize
themselves for future generations, creating a lasting image that could travel through place and
time.
Weems’s awareness of photography’s relationship with late Nineteenth-Century
America, and her intent to include this social relevance as part of her narrative, is demonstrated
by her choice to frame each image of the series concerning the daguerreotype through the oval
frame that contains each image. The role photography plays within her composition, and within
the social context from which these images were created, is crucial. Weems acknowledges
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Douglass's optimism for photography by locating her series as if it have been set up during the
era of the Daguerreotype, but what is constructed within each frame of this series is the
unfolding of Douglass' worst fears. The historical objects Weems uses demonstrate an
orchestrated effort to devalue the identity of African Americans, and documents the presence of
such biases into our contemporary racial views along the cultural timeline that connects Weems
to Douglass. Weems must shatter Douglass's ideology to reclaim the individuals, the Spectrum,
within the images she appropriates, and ultimately redirect the inertia that such images continue
to produce as their movement through time continues. It is this “text” of the evolution of a
defined identity of African Americans that Carrie Mae Weems’s approaches in her piece From
Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried. Understanding the history that this work was built upon
creates the passage of time and produces a narrative that establishes a dialogue between Weems
and the history she addresses. She constructs a response to the “identity” of the African
American, and how such an “identity” has been manipulated through the use of imagery, being
marginalized into a version of the “other.” The evolving effects of time’s passage and its
influence on historical perspectives are the “voice” of her narrative. The daguerreotype, which
represents the society from which this image generation sprung, becomes an accomplice to this
crime, and Weems uses its format as evidence within her piece.
Now that the distance separating Weems from her Spectrum is established as the “text”
we are reading, the content of this space can now be read. Weems acting as Spectator as well as
Spectrum complicates our reading of this text. Her viewing of the historical objects within this
series becomes, through her appropriation, the Spectrum of all others after who approach From
Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried. This is demonstrated through the distinction of the “I”
and the “You” in this series. It is appropriate, and significant that Weems uses color as a means
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of separating the "I" from the "you" within her work. The first and the last images of the series
are tinted blue while everything in-between is tinted red (Appendix B, Figure 1 & 28). The use
of color, the tone it evokes and the allegorical qualities it processes, brings a depth to the reading
of Weems's work. As Deborah Willis brings attention to in her discussion, "These alterations use
the emotional impact of color to evoke sympathy for the subjects and draw attention to the abuse
they suffered through the forced photographic act; they are now literally black and blue”(38).
The reader, or the "I" of the title and series, is separated from the "you" in the poem by a visual
shift, from the blue tinted images to the red tinted ones (Appendix B, Figure 2-27). The
overlaying text on these two images represents the only time Weems speaks in the first person,
placing the audience outside of the "text" where they become witnesses to the events and
characters of a narrative that has continually been constructed through time's passage. Taking
Willis's comments into consideration, we gain insight to a deeper reading of the "I's" role.
Gazing into the metatext that Weems has tinted blood red from either side the black and blue
portraits of the “I” represent how the authentic relationship with one’s identity with race has
been brutalized (Appendix B, Figure 29 & 30). The “text” that Weems tints blood red represents
the actual actions of this brutality, those described by the words Weems writes, and the
photographs Weems appropriates. These events of the “text” destroy any ownership of the “I”
Douglass had hoped to project through his attempts to recreate the visual identity of the newly
emancipated African American in the late nineteenth century.
The photographs Weems uses were created to quantify the inferiority of African
Americans through representation in what was classified as a scientific portrayal of race
(Appendix B, Figure 2-5). This was an effort to destroy the identity of the individual that
Douglass hoped would be projected as truth through the photographic image. Instead of
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capturing the “I” of the subject, these photographs were intended to project the “you” of the
object by imaging the African American as a race and not as an individual, thus reinforcing a
stereotype supported by hatred. These pictures had been commissioned from photographer J.T
Zealy by Harvard ethnologist and Museum of Comparative Zoology founder Louis Agassiz in
the 19th century to prove his theory of the separate creation of races (Murray 2). Many of those
photographed were slaves and thus treated as property. Weems's construction, however, subverts
the invisible structuring of a race by the use of photography intended for such means. Through
her text and alterations of image Weems removes the objectified prejudices of the original intent
and reclaims the autonomy of those imaged by revealing the intended malice in the pictures
original creation.
This idea of object as property is further demonstrated by the fact that Harvard University
owned the images Weems appropriated, and in fact, initiated a legal suit against Carrie Mae
Weems for her use of the images in her piece. This suit was based on copyright issues, rules of
ownership. This course of events addresses the central question in Weems's piece, that of
history's role in defining our perception of racial identity and who has ownership of this identity.
The photographs included were not taken by Weems, but instead were collected from an archive
of images whose intent was to profile African Americans in a visual catalog racially. By
arranging them in her order and by placing her words on top of the images, Weems reclaims
these pictures and increases their cultural worth as they become regenerated through a new
context of Spectrum. The original perspective of one's prejudices no longer determines the
meaning of the subject in these photographs; the text of this poem redirects the images' influence
towards a deconstruction of such bias by demanding it be acknowledged as being reclaimed by
Weems. The viewer’s gaze into history has been redirected by the narrative of this series and
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thus removes the context of the original Operator, replacing it with Weems voice, one that
eliminates the individual as commodity in the original image and restores humanistic qualities
through the act of returning to these moments and offering empathy from our point of reference.
Weems provides access to these individuals, and through this access delivers a lasting dignity
and worth that annihilates all social malady previously imposed.
The author’s intent is only one of the contextual elements that can be considered when
interpreting a work, however, in the case of From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried the
physicality of the images, along with the overall presentation, are an integral part of the text,
making the contemporaneous experience of viewing the work part of the guided narrative
Weems presents. As in most of Weems’ work, the audience, the viewer, the reader, becomes an
integral and ever-changing element that completes the Spectrum of the work. The movement
throughout the work completes the narrative that connects the historical with the presence of
such history in our contemporary existence. As one passes from frame to frame or page to page,
there is an inertia that not only moves in the order of the series sequence but also through the
layers of each image, arriving at a point that meets in a place somewhere between the now and
the then of the original image's making. The reflection of the viewer, both physically present in
the glass of each frame, and cerebrally through the acknowledgment of such brutality within
each frame reveals, directs the narrative by placing oneself into the history, seeing one’s body as
the connective element between past and present. This placement of the viewer’s perspective
within the work locates within our present the inertia of other’s historical actions and the results
that they continue to produce. Placing oneself into history is how Weems believes we become
aware of and in control of the actions necessary to redirect history’s momentum. Benjamin
wrote,
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The past carries with it a temporal index by which it is referred to
redemption. There is a secret agreement between past generations and the
present one. Our coming was expected on earth. Like every generation
that preceded us, we have been endowed with a weak Messianic power, a
power to which the past has a claim. That claim cannot be settled cheaply.
(256)

Just as Weems’ exists originally as Spectator, whose presence alters the Spectrum of the
image, so do those encountering From Here I Saw What Happened, and I Cried. The viewer is
invited to continually regenerate meaning through each point of contact that their reflection
creates, and reintegrates the images from previous social networks into a contemporary mode
that challenges their social views on race. The layers of meaning reveal how important the role
of time is to this narrative. Michel Foucault's work took this idea as a central theme in his book
The Order of Things. He claims that “time has become interior to language” (90). Weems
provides a passage through this time in the depth of the presentation, and of each image,
beginning with the transparency of the glass onto which her text is etched. The quality of
something being transparent, while reflective, gives this substantial plane relevance. Upon this
surface, Weems allows the traditional rhetorical power of the word to respond to the visual, as
the conscious voice of the present, the voice we speak to ourselves with as we think of the
“other”, or “you” in the image, the Spectrum. The "you" of this work is seen in the reflection of
the "I", and the dialogue of Weems' words mediates between the two. This formal design
decision activates a tension within the Spectrum through image projection by the individual
worth of the “you” and the collective identity of the “I”. A rhetorical engagement between the
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“I” seen within the image through the reflection is initiated with the “I” of the voice in Weems’
words and the “I” of one’s primary identity of self as individual unable to exist outside of this
history. Once embedded into this dialogue, the narrative is commandeered by the viewer, in
tandem with Weems, in the deconstruction of historical mal-intent to devalue the individual
worth of the original Spectrum. This shift between looking at something, and looking through it,
offers a conceptual system for perceiving the identity of the “other” differently. Seeing the
“other” in association with ourselves is similar to the gaze we have of earlier photographs; it
reflects the nature of our relationship with or past, and its influence on the present identity. The
Spectator is forced to consider the act of looking as an active experience, one that delivers
meaning through placement within the history being observed. Marsha Hewitt explains,
“Benjamin’s greater emphasis on past cultural objects and discarded commodities and their
potential to disclose redemption in their encounter with present generations through memory,
rather than with human beings” (74). This encounter of the present with that which has happened
is, according to Benjamin, an active event that allows for the present to possess infinite existence
through its input with the future. Our connection to past acts isn't something directed from only
one place in time; there exists a "dialogue" that is representative of all points in time. As obvious
as this appears, the difficulty is in the classification and presentation of such encounters, for, if
there is never a single point of reference or exchange, then knowledge becomes something
uncertain and malleable, as its inertia is kept alive through continuous contemporary referencing.
Knowledge is always reflexive; it is based on the memories of the experience. How these
experiences are represented is the role of language. Yet, language is something individual, it in
itself is removed from the original impulse that generated the thought being described. Foucault
states, "the meaning of words does not pertain, in any case, to anything but each's representation,
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and even though it may be accepted by everyone it has no other existence than in the thought of
individuals taken separately” (83). Such “representation” through literary language becomes selfreferencing, as the source of knowledge is distanced from that which is represented through the
accumulation of language used to create a literature about, and constructed of, all that exists
because of the original event. “Representations are not rooted in a world that gives them
meaning; they open of themselves on to a space that is their own, whose internal network gives
rise to meaning. And language exists in the gap that representation creates for itself.” Foucault
continues, “ Words do not, then, form a thin film that duplicates thought on the outside; they
recall thought, they indicate it, but inwards first of all, among those representations that represent
other representations” (78). This separation from the experience of writing becomes, in itself, a
newly defined experience in its representation, and all of the literature regarding the experience
is an act of referencing, contributing to the history of the experience. Through contact to such
referencing Benjamin believes the past continues to shape our present as long as we continue to
manufacture representations of history that contribute to our social growth.
Understanding that there is content produced in reference to something original, and this
content is constructed through the use of language allows it to be considered these collective
works reflecting on the same original source, and in response to each work thereafter, be called
the literature of such events. This original source, the point of common referencing, according to
Foucault, should be called the text.

From the Classical age, language is deployed within representation and in that
duplication of itself which hollows itself out. Henceforth, the primary Text is
effaced, and with it, the entire, inexhaustible foundation of the words whose mute
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being was inscribed in things; all that remains is representation, unfolding in the
verbal signs that manifest it, and hence become discourse. (79)

This discourse is what language in reference to the text becomes, a continued
conversation about that which has happened; a document representing a previous reality, in
reaction to that reality, thus creating an expansion of that reality, one that continues to alter the
access to that which was original, or as Foucault called it the text. Foucault continues,
When this discourse becomes in turn an object of language, it is not questioned as
if were saying something without actually saying it, as if it were a language
enclosed upon itself; one no longer attempts to uncover the great enigmatic
statement that lies hidden beneath its signs; one asks how it functions: what
representations it designates, what elements it cuts out and removes, how it
analyses and composes, what play of substitutions enables it to accomplish its role
of representation. Commentary has yielded to criticism. (78-9)

This distinction of language about that which is original and that which is a
representation of the original opens Weems' work up. With this clarification, we see that Weems
isn't addressing the commentary of the Spectrum (the visual within each image), but instead, she
is offering her critique of the language used within that discourse, language that is still embedded
within our mode of communicating with, and about, one another. For Weems, the text is
everything associated with the defined identity of the African American from the role of slave to
the moment of her creating From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried. The photographs used
within this series contribute to the accumulation of literature that has been produced in reference
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to this primary text and by incorporating these into her critique she not only calls attention to the
actual moment of the image’s creation but also to all that was necessary in order for such images
to have been created and allowed to exist as part of our history. Weems’s discourse demonstrates
how racist "thought" has been preserved through the language representing the original acts to
manipulate the identity of African Americans through the eyes of the other, attempting to project
a devalued image of social worth. Returning to Foucault,
Hence, too, the project of creating an encyclopedia of the ‘‘sciences and
arts,’’ which would not follow the connecting links of knowledge itself but
would be accommodated in the form of language, within the space opened
up in words themselves; for that is where future ages would have to look
to find what we have known or thought, since words, in their roughly
hewn state, are distributed along that mid-way line that marks the
adjacency of science to perception and of reflection to images. It is in
them that what we imagine becomes what we know, and, on the other
hand, that what we know becomes what we represent to ourselves every
day. The old relation to the text, which was the Renaissance definition of
erudition, has now been transformed; it has become, in the Classical age,
the relation to the pure element of language. (88)

Through works like From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried we are offered a
freshly cleared pathway leading us to a expansive opening in our reading and understanding.
Establishing the use of imagery as language, and how one can author a literary work through the
manipulation of text and photography that addresses contemporaneous social concerns, aligns
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our understanding of literature within a more modern context. Not that Weems’s work is modern,
this series was produced at the time digital photography was in its infancy more than twenty
years ago, but the adjustments made within our society since have demonstrated how prominent
the photograph is becoming to our reading of ourselves, both historically and immediately.
Weems accomplishes not only a redirecting of historical racial profiling through the use of image
(which is the focus of the following chapter), but she achieves in constructing a text that is
defined through the ideas of the revenant that is wholly unique to the language of photography
and its relationship to time. The language of this text isn’t completely reliant on Weems’ words,
but instead, her sensitivity to the “words” within the photographs that return to us, as Barthes
suggests, from the dead.
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Chapter 4
Identity Generation in African American Literature
“Only a redeemed mankind receives the fullness of its past, which is to say, only for
a redeemed mankind has its past become citable in all its moments.”
(Benjamin 256)
The last decade of the 20th century marks a moment in African American literature where
the history of one’s heritage became more a supernatural experience, rather than a firsthand
actuality. For many African Americans trying to respond to the legacy that slavery had left on
their voice or identity, there was an internal wrestling between a responsibility for those who
delivered them to their present state of entitlement and the desire to create a new experience not
defined by the historical terms of slavery. Redefining oneself as an individual in contemporary
society would involve a reimaging, and as illustrated in earlier chapters, the historical weight that
was used to navigate society’s collective view of blacks for over 100 years would have to be
challenged in order to gain the space needed to separate oneself from the burden of slavery for
such a reimaging to take place. Carrie Mae Weems’s work attempts to do what other African
American authors were confronting at the same time. Through a careful comparison of Toni
Morrison’s Beloved and Edward P. Jones’s Lost in the City, along with Weems’s From Here I
Saw What Happened and I Cried we get a clear picture of how the history of African American
literature was being described in its relationship to its heritage of slavery. The study of
similarities these three works share, and how they address the legacy of slavery, offers insight to
an important shift in African American literature at a time when authors are remolding the
impact of slavery on the modern voice of African American writers.
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In her 1987 essay “The Site of Memory,” Toni Morrison discloses, “a very large part of
my own literary heritage is the autobiography. In this country the print origins of black literature
(as distinguished from the oral origins) were slave narratives” (85). These comments point to the
development of a uniting "voice" that began in those early narratives, which ultimately defined
the "identity" of African Americans as a race. Seen as the cradle for the African American voice
of identity, the early autobiographical writings act as a starting point where the different factions
of slaves from varying histories could find commonality in the new world. As Henry Louis Gates
suggests, “The narrated, descriptive ‘eye’ was put into service as a literary form to posit both the
individual “I” of the black author and the collective “I” of the race. Text created author, and
black authors, it was hoped, would create, or re-create, the image of the race in European
discourse” (62). African Americans were coming into focus for the rest of the world through acts
of narrative from the collective story telling and image generation of the following centuries.
This production of an entire race, defined in geographical and social terms, is a remarkable
event. What brought all of the different peoples of Africa together on this continent was the
common denominator of slavery and the color of their skin, the later being a predetermining
factor of the first. Language, religion, ancestry were all completely irrelevant to criteria of race
for African Americans, what mattered most was the fact of being a slave or being born from
slaves. Without something contributed to this identity that brought ownership and vision, then
the mere definition of race would be defined by the aggressive acts and racist classification made
by the outsider. It was through these early attempts by authors like Equiano, and others, that an
active claim was made on this identity. Narrative had to be used in this definition, as it was an
ongoing process, a story in the making, and through the efforts of many, and the necessary
passage of time, a face emerged, and a history collected that brought the respect of character and
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rights of an individual to those who belonged. No longer were the terms of this definition
allocated to those who forcibly captured, enslaved, and tortured the original ones upon whom
this race is named, it has been reclaimed through the aggressive and resilient acts of those who
have contributed, word by word, to the narrative of such an identity. The products of such efforts
define the genre of African American literature. This chapter traces the influence of the slave
narrative in the evolution of the African American "voice" of identity through primary texts
spanning a little more than one hundred and fifty years, culminating in Carrie Mae Weems'
visual poem From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried. In doing so, I will argue that
Weems, and others writing during the 1990's, can be regarded as a bookend to the period of
African American Literature that is reliant upon the criteria of slavery as identifying genre.
By turning the "I" of earlier literary narratives into the other of "you" seen as an object of
the past, Weems challenges the actual ownership of such an identity. Her use of photography to
house this commentary is derived from the fact most historical narratives are written as visions
of better days to come from the perspective of the authors. The words describe events of the past
but are intended to make a difference in the future. As a result, there is a progression established
in these earlier texts that has a momentum pushing towards days unseen. With photography, the
conversation remains based on the idea of vision, but instead of one of hope and control what is
seen in Weems’ reflective project are the assaults on such a vision as it traveled through time
towards our present.
The concept of “identity” associated with the “person” of an African American is one
based on the calculated generation of such an identity over a well-documented period. To answer
the question, "What fabric united all people of color to consider themselves one ethnic group,
when many different cultural identities were involved?" requires a reading of a "text" that is
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created from several points throughout time. With few written histories in existence to bind
together into pages that could be revisited for assurances of trans-generational connections, most
Africans relied on an oral telling of their histories. This "telling" was done in several different
languages as many African tribes and nations were represented among the American slaves.
These tribal identities and stories that traveled with the groups from various places in Africa
were soon challenged with the disbandment of families that was practiced during slavery,
ultimately erasing any coherency of one's historical identity. Children were removed from
parents, wives from husbands, so what became common culture was defined through the
individual experiences of slaves. Languages merged, as did the tribal legends and folklore, into
the beginning of what is now seen as African American culture. The evolution of "voice" that
came to define this newly emerging ethnicity began with the slave narrative. Through the
narrative, a reference began to shape into something recognizable, murky yet distinguishable, as
"person." This "person" was the beginning of the first literary figure of the African American, a
conglomeration of written perspectives that ultimately solidified into what is now an entire
genre. These early attempts at generating a written description of “self” are what later works
were built upon. Once an aesthetic was defined the individual whose reality was expressed
within it was brought into existence. Historically speaking, this is the aftereffect of the slave
narrative; it gave those different individuals a common focal point to adhere to.
Frederick Douglass mentions in Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an
American Slave that if he hadn't read the account of a slave convincing his master to free him he
would never have the forethought to consider that his condition was negotiable, meaning that his
sense of self could be defined by his actions and the influence he could apply upon other's
decisions (29). This should not be seen merely as something motivational for Douglass; it is
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much more profound. This moment connects him with something larger than himself and his
known reality. There exists a "voice" somewhere beyond all that was familiar to Douglass as an
individual arriving at his present without the solidarity of a common identity with others, other
than that of a slave. The narrative he was exposed to spoke to him and convinced him that there
was something greater than himself as an individual that he belonged to. These narratives proved
that the African American existed, by the mere fact that there was a document that expressed the
emotive qualities of a person, a being, which was tangible as a reference. These early narratives
acted like mirrors upon which the gaze of many stared into their own eyes and connected with
the image of "self."
Although the idea that these early slave narratives were shaping into existence the clay of
future literary works that would ultimately become an authentic and identifiable form of
expression for an entire race is important, it is necessary to place these first works in the reality
from which they were born. Many of the early slave narratives, including the well-known The
Interesting Narrative of The Life of Olaudah Equiano (1789), were published by English presses
and were edited by white men with intentions of reaching the interests of a white audience.
Publication by subscription was in part a petition of support of the social elite and middle class,
and Equiano and his publishers sought this support by following the tradition of listing the names
of such supporters at the beginning of his book. These "supporters" were individuals who
influenced the narrative of Equiano, whether directly through their critiquing of his work, or
indirectly through Equiano's constant awareness of audience as he wrote. This situation was not
unique for only Equiano, it was present in all publishing, but it becomes relevant to this
particular case since it was the voice of Equiano, and other slave narratives being printed, that
the identity of the African American began to be solidified in print. This "image of self" and the
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story that defines it should be read with the understanding of what influences were at play. The
language of these narratives represented the style of other books being published by white
authors; the presentation followed these as examples as well, and the distribution was no
different than the systems already in place. What this means, is that the person of the "I" in the
narrative should be seen as a creation, the result of several influences upon the structuring of the
narrative and that these influences barnacled onto the image of "self" that traveled into the minds
of future writers.
Equiano was a peculiar case, but in essence, symbolic of all other authors who acquire
compensation, whether it was monetary or social, from their published works. Each of these
works "success" was, in effect, measured by their popularity among a white audience. Using
their experiences as a slave to achieve higher status capitalized on the slave trade for individual
gain. It can be argued that these narratives were an effort to bring awareness of the cruelties of
the slave trade, but when one looks for such condemnation, it is veiled at best in Equiano’s
Narrative. Although Equiano repeatedly reveals to his readers the horrors of the slave trade, he
never rejects its commercial viability. For instance, he explains that he left the plantation in
Central America where he was paid to help choose the best slaves, not for his repulsion of
slavery, but because he found the actions of the whites "ungodly," referring to their drunkenness,
swearing, and working on the Sabbath. Ultimately, Equiano’s Narrative, as well as other early
works, did help the abolitionists pass legislation in France to end the slave trade, and the details
he provided did keep the conditions of the slaves alive for the following generation, however, the
“self” of the speaker needs to be remembered as a designed “being” that stems from the world
that influenced Equiano.
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Many of the facts in his book have been called into question, including his birthplace, and
birth date, his name, and nationality, but this was common among most of the slaves who were
stripped of any individual identity they had before arriving into slavery. It is the fact that
regardless of these unknowns a singular voice, or individual, can emerge. This generation of
"person" in the early narratives is the chrysalis for the following identity of the African
American. The scholarly attention paid to his "borrowing" of stories and details from other
published accounts of life in Africa, which he had close contact with from his publishing career,
must be considered when excavating the impact of authenticity of this "voice" but none of these
claims regarding authenticity can take away from the actual influence that these earlier slave
narratives had on the definition of an identity for later African American authors. These stories
helped shape the tone and structure for the next generation's continued sculpting of an identity.
Frederick Douglass’s Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass was published in 1845,
nearly 60 years after Equiano’s. Although slavery was still an institution in the United States at
the time of Douglass's publishing, things were beginning to change. Advances in printing
practices made the dispersion of information more fluid. This enhanced the power of the "text"
as the writer began to see him/herself speaking to a much larger, and more diverse, audience.
This effect can be regarded in the shift of tone that begins to enter the narratives of this time.
Equiano’s Narrative is more a description of slavery, listing the details and describing the events.
Douglass uses this platform not only to describe what slavery looked like but to inject his
personal experiences and how these affected the "man" he was becoming. The "I” in his
Narrative speaks much more as a person with purpose than in earlier narratives. There is a force,
or spirit, in the "voice" of Douglass. This is a product of one who processes an understanding of
"self," knowing who he is and to whom he is addressing. It is said that Douglass wrote his
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Narrative to prove that he was once a slave, amid suspicions otherwise based on how eloquent
an orator he was. He did this for the white audience, but in this effort, one can scarcely think that
that was the only intention. Douglass makes clear effort to describe how important it is for the
individual to become a "person" in their mind, and in their society. This begins with an
understanding of "who" one is and what outward image is projected of the “self.” This is the
difference, Douglass's narrative begins to be more a call to action, an account written at the
beginning of the end of slavery, from a visionary that sees the need for an ordered response to
the defining "freedom" after slavery. The "I," for Douglass, is one who has merged with the
external conditions within which he lives, and is trying to actively engage in the process of
change that will bring others to the point of freedom that the "voice" in the narrative speaks
from. His Narrative speaks in the voice of an individual, but the significant metamorphosis
taking place within his book is that of "person" being discovered as "self" and the connection
that "self" has with history. There has always been a history, an account of events that lead up to
the present, but what was more important during Douglass's time were the terms that the "voice"
of African Americans was making with history, a history Douglass demands a role in making.
Paul Laurence Dunbar's 1893 poem "The Seedling" celebrates the process of discovering
one's identity as being compared to the growth of a plant from seed to flower. The poem's tone is
one of optimism, as it relates to the future of African Americans living in post-slavery America.
Writing at the end of the nineteenth century, Dunbar has reason to believe that life for all
African-Americans will be one filled with hope and freedom. Through "The Seedling" Dunbar
offers encouragement for the difficult, but rewarding times that await this population.
Written in iambic tetrameter, the short lines are anything but abrupt. Dunbar delivers his
analogy with the smoothness of a nursery rhyme. With closer examination, however, we see that
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what is being told is more than the life cycle of a plant, as we begin to read it as a chronicle of
the struggles and difficulties that lie ahead of a people who need to claim their right to exist, by
planting their roots within communities as free people. Each quatrain demonstrates necessary
steps to be taken in this process of reimaging the African American race.
In the first stanza, Dunbar introduces the seed or the "idea" of oneself. This conversation
with the self-asks the question "Who am I?" In this search for self-awareness, the seedling
realizes that it isn't as strong as it would like to be but that all it has to offer is the best it can be.
Building on this notion that at that very moment in time, the African American populace had
only begun to understand what their right to equality within society meant and that this
understanding was an ever-evolving progress. Once this is recognized, then the "work of life" (8)
can begin.
The conflict of the poem is a social one portrayed through the analogy of a natural
setting. Once the seed recognizes itself as one working within a more powerful set of
circumstances, that of a white America, the first action it needs to perform is to “push(ed) a little
leaflet / up into the light of day” (9, 10). This is a reference to making oneself seen in the world,
no longer buried in the earth, but now making an effort to be seen in the light of day as an
individual. Not something towering and powerful yet, but as a delicate little leaflet, something
fresh and new, but still something alive under the same sun.
It is through this action of defining one's initial space that helps others to follow through
this example. By standing one's ground, even as a little leaflet, then the others who follow can
assist in strengthening one's position. The exposed leaflet calls to its brother, Stem, (14), to come
forth and strengthen his claim. Soon, once the leaflet has established itself, other leaflets begin to
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appear, symbolizing the increase in power and number the African American race was achieving
in the initial years after the end of slavery.
Dunbar is clear not to make this seem easy by reminding the reader "To be sure, the haste
and hurry / made the seedling sweat and pant" (17, 18). He doesn't want just to gloss over the
effort it took from those who came before him but needs to acknowledge the tolls it took to
become the "plant " (20) it has. Dunbar likens himself and his generation to the plant stage of the
poem, the ones who came after the seedlings and leaflets, the stronger ones who can hold their
ground because of an established root system. The "plant" is no longer as vulnerable as the
leaflet and has defined itself through the efforts of others. At this moment in the poem, Dunbar
allows a sense of relief, as the sunshine and rain pour over the plant, referring to the benefits of
living within a free society, the essentials for life. This can be taken as reaping the benefits of
society, becoming successful and fostering hope within. It was through the obtainment of these
that the plant, the hard working efforts of all those who have lived, will turn into a flower. The
flower represents for Dunbar the dream of realizing full equality within American society.
Once this cycle has been achieved the poem reflects on its moral. Here, Dunbar is
speaking directly to those who will follow him in time. He wants to remind them that it will take
hard work, and that there will be times of struggle, but that with perseverance they will raise
themselves “to light and beauty” (31) becoming “Virtue’s fair, unfading flowers” (32).
In Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man (1952), we can see how the strong sense of "self"
Douglass defined in his narrative continues its regeneration. Ellison's text is written in the
manner of a modern slave narrative, using the first-person account of the injustices lived under in
a white-run society. The character is submissive and believes that blacks can only progress as
long as they recognize whites as superior. Through various engagements, the main character is
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afforded opportunities to speak, which he does well, but that lead to nothing lasting. The entire
book is about the "voice" of the narrator, which is a stand-in for the "voice" of the African
American identity. The narrator's tone as he "writes" is one that continues the search for identity
as an individual, but is read as a statement about the power of knowing oneself as an individual
that belongs to something larger, something shared, like a history. Even though this work isn't
about life as a slave, living as property, it does respond to Douglass's concern for "identity" and
its relationship to the immediate world. Ellison, however, takes a step away from this "voice" by
injecting his criticism of action, or inaction, that the protagonist displays. The "voice" of the "I"
has been removed through the layering of a symbolic narrative that is secondary to that within
the text. Ellison's social commentary isn't being expressed through the plot of the text. Instead it
is written into the subtext that the ink on paper narrative story acts as a metaphor for. This
distinction in voice becomes an important shift in the conversation of the "I" that has been
established in earlier texts. Here we see Ellison begin to converse with that "I" as a "You,"
something outside of the author's identity and located within, for Ellison, his contemporary
world. His conversation is one that is ongoing, simultaneous, something that is being wrestled
with where such a struggle within the text reflects Ellison's immediate frustration with his world.
For Weems, this is crucial, for she addresses this identification of "I" as a historical one, like
something from before, that can only be addressed through the historical documentation that
photography provides. As this influence from specific physical reference becomes more and
more abstract in its lingering effect on the conscious of identity in African American literature
we see the treatment of such historical referencing becoming illustrated through the use of
supernatural, something that by definition “of or relating to an order of existence beyond the
visible observable universe…..attributed to an invisible agent” (Merriam-Webster). Defining this
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supernatural effect that history possesses and its influence in shaping African American identity
is how we begin to read Weems.
Carrie Mae Weems is positioned through the passing of an entire century to answer
Dunbar's poem of hope with poetry of her own. Looking back at the time of Dunbar’s and
Douglass's visions, as they have become catalogued with the actual unforeseen events, Weems
initiates a conversation with the past to bring the news to those who once held high hopes of
freedom that the struggle which ensued wasn't anything like they had envisioned. This vision,
this hope, is the essence of From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried, and through her
construction, Weems brings the documentation from the layering of reality that continually
applied more and more pressure on this early dream. Weems addresses the presence of this
earlier vision as it becomes something supernatural, removed from living and yet alive
simultaneously.
The defining of "self" through the literary tradition of African American writers began
with the first slave narratives, when the old authors felt the need to write themselves into
existence, even if for a white audience. These creative works were the beginning of an identity
that blacks living in America could associate with as something shared. As this sense of "self"
was accepted as something real, it provided proof to both free whites and the slaves, that there
was a "voice" being shaped into an identity that represented a new ethnicity, the African
American. Through works like those of Douglass, there is an authenticity given to this "voice,"
connecting a purpose to the "person." Baldwin, Wright, Ellison, and others answer this when
they publish the response to this "voice" in their first-person narratives, each describing how this
"self" continues to struggle with its "identity" within society. The "identity" at this point in the
evolution of "self" has become that of all African Americans, no longer is the "voice" only
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speaking for one person, as in Equiano’s Narrative, in these later works the race of African
American has been defined and is looking for its "identity" and voice as a whole. It is this
collective "I" that Weems challenges in her series, addressing it as "you." This second person
essentially becomes the history remains, even in the 1990's, a reminder that being African
American meant being an individual connected directly to the existence of slavery. There is a
sense of haunting that this past, this legacy, has on one's ability to define oneself as an
individual, and this haunting surfaces in much of the literary works of this time.
We see this need to readdress the role history plays in identity generation in the works of
Edward P. Jones. Edward P. Jones’s “Lost in the City” (1992) is the title work of a collection of
short stories that addresses how contemporary African Americans define themselves through
their connection with the history responsible for their freedom. Jones sees that with this freedom
there is an internal struggle between the responsibility felt towards all those who delivered them
to their present and the desire to create a new experience not defined by the historical terms of
slavery. "Lost in the City" encapsulates this despair remarkably though Jones's simple structure
of language that allows access to the complexities of his protagonist Lydia Walsh's conflict.
Lydia's reaction to the news of her mother's death represents this struggle with the instinctual
bond that has been deeply embedded in the psyche of African Americans over hundreds of years
of turbulence and survival. How one addresses the effects such a historical stigma imprints upon
themselves as a first generation living beyond the reality of those actions is what Jones attempts
to demonstrate. The city of the title refers to not only the streets of Washington, DC but also to
the innovative world of wealth and power this new-fangled generation of African Americans is
finally able to embrace. These rewards seem to come at the cost of a severing of the umbilical
cord to a cumulative past that began defining itself with the arrival of the first slaves. Jones's
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story echoes with a loneliness that such decisions create a hollowness and sense of displacement
and wandering as one tries to discover oneself.
The story begins with a late night telephone call, one that Lydia Walsh says felt "as if a
giant hand had reached the ceiling and snatched her up" (385). Immediately, Jones has
incorporated the imagery of something bigger than Lydia grabbing her as if she were a child
caught doing something wrong. Allowing this hand to represent the legacies of earlier African
American ancestry, it reaches out and tries to wake Lydia from being lured into a life without
connection and meaning to that of previous generations. What ends up being news of Lydia's
mother's death, soon becomes a catalyst for the newer generation, more affluent and materialistic
than those of her mother's age, to be reprimanded by the past.
Throughout the story, Lydia's memories of her mother exhibit how she embodied the
classic portrayal of the martyr character necessary to make the sacrifices demanded of those
living during earlier times. She was an avid churchgoer, one with a strong belief in family,
marriage, and community. All of these characteristics are iconographic of the strength needed for
an individual to survive as a pre-1970's African American. Those times were centered on the
idea of power through unity, whether it stemmed from the church, the community, or the family;
this power ultimately leads to the freedoms Lydia can enjoy in her contemporary world. It seems
that in "Lost in the City" Jones is prophesying to those who chose to follow this road and
abandon this sense of community that their life will feel empty and pointless. With Lydia being
symbolic of the newer generation, Jones' concern becomes clear as the relationship she shares
with her mother unfolds.
The role religion played in securing an identity, both socially and individual, within the
African American community cannot be underestimated. The Bible was, more often than not, the
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book used to teach African Americans to read. Katherine Clay Bassard wonderfully illustrates
the influence the Bible had on defining the idea of community and individual for the newly
emancipated slaves and how the Bible was used as doctrine in projecting this new image as
African American from slave to citizen. With the first reflection on her mother after receiving the
news of her death, Lydia remembers the time she offered to send her to Jerusalem. Lydia's initial
refusal to join her on the journey is metaphoric of Jones's generation's reluctance to embrace the
religion with the same enthusiasm as their ancestors. Lydia's mother responds "Oh, Lydia …
what would the Holy Land mean to me without you bein (sic) there with me?" (387). This
statement is riddled with a sense of guilt that the mother, who symbolizes the pull of the past,
places directly upon Lydia and is powerfully enough to change Lydia's mind and join her on her
"trip."
The fact that Lydia's generation is the first to take full advantage of the work of many
others before her and the way in which she seems to disregard all that her mother stands for
portrays Lydia as somewhat selfish and inconsiderate towards the legacies that have delivered
her to her present state. Her focus lies primarily on her career and the lifestyle allowed through
her success. She lives alone, without the burden of husband or child, and often seems to sleep
with men whose name she can't even remember. In addition to these behaviors, her use of drugs
and her disregard for religion defy all that her mother held dear. With this distinction of
generations defined, "Lost in the City" now becomes a beckoning to the younger African
American generation, those who are now able to pursue dreams centered on the success of the
individual as opposed to the collective progress of people. Jones is asking this newer generation
not to forget the road traveled by their parents and grandparents, and those before them, which
has provided this new sense of entitlement Lydia's generation has had since birth. It is this
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generation of African Americans Jones sees as the ones in the middle, the ones who will
determine the worth of previous generations' sacrifices; those made and brought to the present on
the backs of slaves, and those whose voices Lydia's dead mother now tries to deliver.
One of the first conversations we hear Lydia playing out in her head is a flashback to
what her mother thought of her boyfriends. Lydia's mom thought her first one to be too lightskinned, asking if he came from a "sickly" family (386). Reading further, we see that this light
one only wanted to have sex, and then disregards her almost as a stranger. In comparison, the
next boyfriend was the "color of dark honey." His fault, however, was the fear he had brought
with him from being "plucked… from the streets of Harlem,” (387) and living in a white man's
world. Here Jones uses the skin tone to represent what he perceives as the effect of embracing
white morals and the aftermath of what will happen to those seeking such rewards.
Another clear example of the tension between the two generations is demonstrated when
Lydia remembers how her mother felt about her moving into Southwest D.C. She told Lydia, "I
knew folks who lived in Southwest before they threw all of the colored out and made it for the
wealthy” (391). Here again, Jones takes something that was originally considered black in its
identity and shows that through wealth it becomes something other, something more white,
something is taken away from the community that her mother understood and transformed into a
place foreign. Her mother also makes it clear that she has no intention of trying to assimilate the
ways of the whites as Lydia had when she said to Lydia, "I'm not used to their ways and such
like you are” (390). This shows just how different the two approach the world, and what they are
being guided by.
Lydia's need to separate herself from the instinctual pull that she has personified in the
voice of her mother is apparent when we examine how Lydia's drug usage is mentioned. Lydia
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uses cocaine to help her handle the situation of her mother. After receiving the news of her
mother's death, Lydia turns to the drug to comfort her. Her paraphernalia includes a gold razor, a
black marble tray, and a crystal straw. The materials of the objects and their relationship to the
use of cocaine can be symbolic of the wealth that Lydia is surrounded by and how it is
instrumental to the damage that drug abuse can ultimately lead to. Lydia's need to take drugs
when the voice of her mother arrives demonstrates Jones' concern for the ambitions of his
generation.
This new wealth the post 60's affluent African Americans were amassing was previously
something completely unknown. Lydia eloquently demonstrates this with her reflections on how
much she is making in comparison to her mother's generation, "… [Lydia] was paid in one year
more than her parents had earned in both of their lifetimes. Soon, she would pass a point in her
life where she would have earned more than all her ancestors put together, all of them, all the
way back to Eve” (391).
Religion has been a strong pillar in the black community. The church was the voice that
gave people strength and focus, providing the message that continually guided the evolution of
change that opened the world's possibilities to Lydia. Her mother held a true faith in her beliefs
illustrated in several places of the story. Lydia, on the other hand, is often on the verge of
blasphemy. Her statements, such as when she says, "Forgive me, Father, for I have been fucking"
(388) leave little room for doubting about Lydia's religious conviction. She sees it more as a
bother; something unrelated to her existence, one that revolves around Fendi bags, gold spoons,
and strange men whose cologne's smell "conveys power and success” (390). It is this conflict
that Jones reveals Lydia's troubled dichotomy of existence, one that is still in conversation with
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the religious pull from the past and one that needs to sever this connection to remove the guilt of
selfishness of living in the present.
Finally, the cab ride Lydia takes when she leaves her home to head towards her mother is
one that passes through specific moments and places of her past. As we travel through each of
these, we get a sense of why Lydia is trying to let go. There is only sadness and suffering
associated with each memory for Lydia. She begins to ask herself if she has taken from the past
what she values, like the recipe for her mother's beef stew. During these moments she realizes
that her connection to the past has been severed and that she can no longer access its knowledge
now that her mother has died. This becomes a sort of farewell ride through her past, finally
coming to terms with the decisions she has made that deliver her to the lifestyle she now
chooses. The taxi becomes a vehicle for her escape, as was the cocaine. Lydia continues to use
her wealth as a means to get as far away from her mother's world as she can. She gives twentydollar bills to the cabbie, each time asking if he is getting her "more loster (sic)” (391).
The separation Lydia experiences from her mother's death represent the separation from
the past that African Americans were going through during the late 1900's. This seems to have
been a turning point in the movement for equality, a time when opportunities never thought of
before were becoming more accessible. Jones is assessing the cost for this new era, with its little
regard for the past and the knowledge of such histories. Lydia wonders how she will ever find
out things about herself, such as her medical history and other questions that have no voice to
answer now that her parents have died. Lydia is overwhelmed by the emptiness that fills the
place her mother once filled, a place that grounded her and offered a tie to her heritage. Without
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this connection Lydia is now lost in the city of the new age, one focused on the individual and
success rather than belonging and community.
Lost in the City was published almost a decade after Toni Morrison’s Beloved. Each can
be read as a ghost story in which the supernatural embodiment of the novel's haunting is the
history of slavery personified. As seen in Jones, this is Lydia's dead mother's memory, and for
Morrison the ghost as actual. This haunting is meant to remind those after slavery the power
slavery continues to have on one’s ability to define life outside of its realm. In a 1987 interview
with The New York Times Morrison speaks about her novel,
I wanted it to be our past, which is haunting, and her past, which is haunting -the
way memory never really leaves you unless you have gone through it and
confronted it head on. But I wanted that haunting not to be really a suggestion of
being bedeviled by the past, but to have it be incarnate, to have it actually happen
that a person enters your world who is in fact -you believe, at any rate - the dead
returned, and you get a second chance, a chance to do it right. Of course, you do it
wrong again.

Beloved has become regarded as one of contemporary literatures best ghost stories. The
haunting in the story, that of Sethe’s murdered daughter, represents both the relationship to the
past and to the present that that past has defined. As it is based on the real event of Margaret
Garner this story is created from the past experience of actuality. This event did happen and it
inspired, or directed, Morrison’s story. This newer version however, is set in the past, a historical
view from 1987 to the time of Reconstruction. This feat of historicizing that which has already
been infused with time’s passage is the second haunting of Morrison’s story, for it is written
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from the vantage point of an African American living in a society that has already arrived at
emancipated freedom. The “revisiting” of this story is embedded in the imprint on Morrison’s
voice that history has tuned with its collective redefining. The moment of now is always
reconstructed and when positioning this present gaze retrospectively the spirit, or ghost, of the
past, always confronts us. For African American literature, this ghost is the result of the lives of
lived under slavery. Without this ghost, as W.E.B. Du Bois reflects in Dusk to Dawn, there
would have been nothing to write about that was African American. In his 2011 book What is
African American Literature? Kenneth Warren responds to Du Bois’s claim reflectively when he
states, “One cannot treat African American literature as a literature apart from the necessary
conditions that made it a literature. Absent white suspicions of, or commitment to imposing,
black inferiority, African American literature would not have existed as a literature” (17).
Weems had illustrated this position in From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried fifteen
years earlier by a clear distinction of the “I” and “You” she uses when addressing the images.
Without being the subject of such brutality, there would never have been the subject within the
photograph, and the story, or the spectrum would never have become the reverent. Warren
continues,
The achievement of black writers lay in their having responded creatively to the
imperatives that derived from the establishment of a social order on the basis of
assumed black inferiority, and not in any transcendence of these imperatives…
Black writers made black literature only and precisely because they encountered
circumstances they would not themselves have chosen. (18)
The realization that, as a genre, African American literature exists because of an imposed set of
circumstances, and a history of brutality that resulted from such circumstances makes the work
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of writers such as Jones and Morrison poignant, as it locates a shift in the narrative within this
genre. Weems is right there with them, trying to bring closure to a period that no longer is
defined through such a response to otherness. The “other” for these writers becomes the past,
something they own and control through their works of reclaiming, and Weems’ contributions
are crucial to these efforts and should be seen along side other literary works of this period.
Morrison frames this lingering psychological impact on the African American identity as
the other, as something removed from the “I” in her novel and begins the conversation of
reclaiming one’s identity from this painful and fragmented past. She attempts to restore the
historical record and give voice to the collective memory of African Americans outside of the
histories gravitational pull. As explained in chapter two, Roland Barthes claims that within each
photograph there exists the return of the dead, the power of that which is no longer to continue to
cause reaction through its viewing. This is Weems’ contribution to this dilemma of living beyond
a past that defines has so weight in its claim on one’s identity. Weems contributes to this by
speaking directly to this supernatural entity in Jones and Morrison’s work. She encapsulates it in
in a blood-red tint that is pinned in between the “I” of the readers’ perspective, the bookends of
the series. By calling these images the “you” she separates herself, and the readers from history’s
claim, particularly the history that has been regulated by "otherness." By trapping all of the hate
and pain generated from this history under glass and placing her voice over it, she silences the
value of such atrocities that were projected onto African Americans, regaining control of the
narrative. These acts of evil are put on display, like insects pinned down beneath glass,
suffocated underneath the weight of her words.
The last known survivor of slavery, Sylvester Magee, or Eliza Moore, died in the mid1900, leaving the last generation ever to hear their family members speaking of life as a slave.
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What is left now are only documents, stories, and photographs to locate the lasting impression
slavery would have on those who followed. What Morrison, Jones and Weems share is an effort
to locate these impressions and to redirect them towards the beginning of a new period of
African American literature, one where a sense of self is no longer defined through the imposed
language and circumstances of slavery.
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Chapter 5
Text & Image
“To know language is no longer to come as close as possible to knowledge
itself; it is merely to apply the methods of understanding in general to a
particular domain of objectivity.”
(Foucault 296)
Understanding the formula for narrative in our earliest recorded histories establishes a
broader consensus for interpretation. Emma Kafaenos recognized this when she uses Stephen
Owen's analysis of Confucian Hermeneutics as a reference for describing narrative. “By
determining the events that have caused, and the events that are required to resolve a perceived
event, one constructs a chronologically and casually ordered sequence of event: a narrative” (54).
The act of revisiting a history with unconventional methods becomes a necessity as more and
more information becomes available. Our methods of gathering have changed drastically,
making the academic endeavor a genre all its own, one with a broadening readership. Ideas are
now more accessible than before, and this access directs the narrative, not only technologically,
but artfully, through the directive acts of construction. The speed at which this exchange takes
place has drastically increased through our modern methods of networking information. The
adaptation to such major shifts in forming our intelligence as a society provides opportunities to
reflect on our relics and ourselves in new ways. Just as the digital age has been present for little
more than a quarter of a century, so begins Weems' story in relationship to photography. Nearly
the same passage of time separates the oldest images in her series from photography's inception
as that which determines our relationship with a digital birth. The familiarity with our
contemporary techniques of expression, when compared to those before such experiences, seems
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unjustified. To be so different from those who were among us not too long ago, but yet who
seem extremely distant, is similar to the relationship American society had with photography in
the mid-1800's. As much influence as photography has had on our national identity, the digital
networks of information will leave their mark on ours as it moves forward. Just as the frozen
moment of a photograph has provided new evidence in the formation of Cartesian truths, so will
history's understanding of our present be unearthed through digital excavation, and
understanding assigned through such reconstruction. Weems disregards all familiar approaches
to narrative and creates an example of a text whose reading replicates its historical creation.
Considering From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried a text that uses photography as the
foundation for storytelling and facing head on the momentum of racism's movement through
time, reclaiming the future narrative through such redirection is the aim of this chapter.
Photography opened up similar truths in our ordering of time and produced artifacts that
now exist with a history of their own, which can be used to network information. Each network
has its attributes, but understanding their direct impact on the creation of narrative, both
outwardly toward the future (fiction) and inwardly through history (non-fiction), is available
only after time has shifted once again. It isn't possible to understand the impact in the present;
one must be allowed a position from the future to look back upon the event. With photography
now almost 150 years old, it has accumulated not only an immense catalog, both visual and
theoretical, but also a history of its growth and cultural embedment. Understanding the
importance of such communicative tools on the methods of identity preservation makes reading
such efforts along with their technologies relevant.
Evolution of language is what makes us uniquely human. Other species communicate, but
there is little evidence of any development of the methods for sharing and the interpretation of
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ideas, and nowhere else does there exist the permanent documentation of such efforts. History’s
traces of our earliest attempts to record thought were pictures painted or etched onto cave walls
and rocks. Surely there were earlier messages drawn in dirt and sand, but the lasting images that
begin the story of language represent the importance of the visual image. It was through this
visual representation that symbols were eventually created to establish the structure and
consistency needed to universalize ideas. At first, these symbols remained purely visual in their
referencing, but as spoken languages became more cohesive, grammar evolved and introduced
articles of speech that were difficult to represent through imagery. Adverbs, prepositions, and
proper nouns are examples, and the need to record the spoken concepts accurately helped drive
the shift to a more sound based symbolic set of characters that eventually turned into the letters
of our alphabets. These marks no longer refer to the visual elements from which they are derived,
but instead, have become auditory notes that, through sound, reflect speech. This shift of
recording our thoughts from purely visual renderings, through visual symbols, to the abstraction
of marks that relinquish all connection to the visual world, has been abetted through
technological advances that have recently, considering our long history, made the sharing of
information a democratic experience.
The printing press and the resulting typography democratized information, introduced the
masses to the act of reading and writing using these abstract marks, and removed almost all
referencing of the visual image as a communicative tool. Once words became accepted as
documentation of our thoughts and events, history became literary. Before such popular literacy,
and the study of language through universities, visual imagery, and oratory delivery were the
means to communicate with the illiterate. Major events remained "recorded" with artistic
representation to inform those who came later, after the version of events that those who could
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afford to create the visual documents wanted to preserve. This is true with the written histories as
well, before a common literacy was established, those who wrote history controlled history.
There were few who had access to such documents, either through lack of ability or economics.
The democratization of information through the production of affordable books and broadsheets
gave written language an authenticity like never before, as those not educated through a
controlled institution became able to provide lasting documents that broadened historical
perspective through a control of writing and reading.
The climax of this focus on the written emphasis of language is the novel form. The
language of the novel is used to recreate the visualization of an otherness, of the unreal, into a
narrative the reader can exist within. Writers became able to create fictitious environments,
people, and events and connect them through a narrative that moved the reader through
orchestrated literary constructions. As seen earlier, James Fennimore Cooper can be used to
represent this genre before photography. As referenced, photography’s ability to represent with
detail specific moments, people, and places changed the process of visualization for readers and
writers. Just as language changed when the populace gained access to the written, so does it
change when photography becomes a part of our methods of documenting and creating our
stories. As early as 1923, the photograph was being considered as literary element. In his essay
“The New Typography” Bauhaus professor and artist Laszlo Moholy-Nagy noted in reference to
the use of photography as literary element, “The objectivity of photography liberates the
receptive reader from the crutches of the author’s personal idiosyncrasies and forces him into the
formation of his own opinion.” He continues to forecast photography’s impact upon literature
saying, “It is safe to predict that this increasing documentation through photography will lead in
the near future to a replacement of literature by film” (22). It is clear that this prediction was
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naïve in its proclamation; however, taking into consideration the amount to which photography
has become used in our modes of communicating, storytelling, and documenting it acts as a
reference for understanding the visualness of our language.
The influence on text that has been emphasized thus far in this work needs to be balanced
with mention of how text influences the reading of a photograph. Beyond the immense volume
of critical theory that has been written about photography, the focus of chapter two, we can trace
how words have been used as modifiers of photographic images. Photographs are often titled in
the same style as traditional art; usually brief descriptions of the what, where, or who of the
photograph, but nonetheless, with a great impact on the interpretation of the visual information.
How viewers are guided from this interaction of the literary element is the product of reading,
much like a line of poetry shifts the entire poem a title can do the same to a photograph. Through
the assignment of signifier, or word, to the image, the context through which the image is
approached is directed, which in essence is the result of writing. The words act as a sign pointing
towards a door through which the work is now accessed, when, in the words absence, wouldn’t
exist; there would be no portal of context defined through literary elements. This is an important
aspect to consider when looking at Weems. Text is present, constructed text that she has used to
direct us through specific openings to the image. Simultaneous interaction between word and
artistic appropriation of image becomes the driving force of her narrative. Both text and image
are dependent upon each other, working together to arrive at a moment of reckoning.
The discussion of whether photography is an art or a science becomes irrelevant as we
begin to review the visual history we have amassed over the last two hundred years of
photography. These images have become a gateway of contact to the past, immortalized
moments that continue to live through our interpretation from current perspectives. The life of
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each image shifts with each viewing, bringing with it something of the moment from which it
was made, and of those within these moments, but as we rendezvous with each in a
contemporary reading, there is a depth that our developing visual literacy provides. This visual
literacy has evolved with photography, and currently, as we look around and see just how
important the photographic image is in our efforts of communication, could be considered a
genre within itself. There are several Visual Literacy departments within many prominent
universities, and more than ever, research is being conducted on photography and its relationship
to the literary construction of narrative. This interest in the language of photography returns us to
the beginning of our efforts to record our thoughts through those ancient methods. Somehow, the
visual seems closer in its proximity to expressing understanding than words do with their abstract
relationship to sound. Not that more can be said with images, or that there exists a higher truth
within the image, but to assert that we began our evolution of recorded language with visual
representation, something the photograph returns. The thoughts provoked from the image are
closer to what is considered the first-hand experience than the ordering of words. When viewing
a photograph, there is an immediacy to subject that reading cannot produce, an instant
engagement with the visual ordering of information. The process of reading an image moves in
multiple directions simultaneously. There is the structure of composition, the content of this
composition, the proximity to the subject, the manner of presentation or ordering of the visual in
relation to viewers’ context, and other considerations that are unique to photography. Yet, there
remains that which feels similar between the two; the flow of the narrative and the consideration
of time. Even though a photograph is frozen, the sense of before and after that moment remains,
connecting it to a larger story. This connection to something larger is why photography means so
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much to our idea of history; that which is larger is the continuum of time that connects us to the
moment each image was made.
Just as with the printing press, photography has undergone several different stages of
development, both in technological improvements, but also through the social adaptations made
in response to the media. In both cases, the first stage of adaptation was mostly an intellectual
one. Merely understanding the implication that such possibilities offered took some time to
adjust to. The content of the initial projects presented no new material, the value of these
innovations was in the process itself, not the material it produced. What is considered the first
book printed using typeset was Gutenberg’s Bible, demonstrating that content wasn’t what drove
the work, instead, what was most relevant was the ability to deliver such content through
typography. The same could be thought of photography’s first images. As they do possess an
aesthetic quality, their historical value lies not in their composition, but in the fact that such
processes produced a lasting image derived from the sun’s effect on chemicals. It took a period
of time for these tools to land in the hands of those who would begin telling stories in new ways.
Philip Megg’s spends considerable space in his History of Graphic Design, which has become
the standard for classes concerned with this topic. Meggs states in reference to the Renaissance
and its contributions through its use of printed texts,
Typography created a sequential and repeatable ordering of information and space
that encouraged linear thought and logic. It inspired a categorization and
compartmentalization of information that formed the basis for empirical scientific
inquiry. It fostered individualism, a dominant aspect of Western society since the
Renaissance. (81)
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The same description could be applied to photography and its influence on how
information was gathered and shared. The impact that each practice has had on our ability to
document, narrate, and create new concepts in the use of language marks monumental moments
in the evolution of communication while democratizing the content of such efforts. Producing
lasting documents that reflect the voice of many provides historical contexts that are deeper,
representing more of the society from which these documents reflect. This dialogue with the past
becomes authenticated as these documents continue to be brought forward into our
understanding of current conditions. Rey Chow addresses this idea through reference to
Heidegger, “For Heidegger language is not only the dwelling of Being; it is also equipped with
the mystical power to interpolate, to call and bid things to come forth” (198).
This ability to “call things forth” is the power of Carrie Mae Weems’s work. She brings
forward the individuals who were framed within the ethnographic imagery created to remove the
identity of the individual, imagery that identified the subject within social contexts of racism.
Weems finds that by guiding this calling forth of these historical images, she not only needs to
appropriate the imagery but also needs to direct the conversation through the application of text.
The most original, component of this piece is the verse she applies to the appropriated images.
While Weems is primarily considered a photographer and videographer, this series places her
work within the contexts of literature. This work should be seen as an exemplary of a unique
style of poetry, one that combines the visual and literary poetics of expression within a narrative.
This doesn't mean that poetic intentions were not executed when making decisions regarding the
visual, or that such processes are less important or separated from the entirety of the creation,
rather point out that the verse is Weems's voice, her intent, constructed to provide a narrative to
navigate the imagery. This is interesting, for the reason that traditionally, poetry tries to arrive at
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the visualization of something personal and meaningful by the reader through text alone, but for
Weems this is where she begins. So much of the visual imagery she arranges affects our
interpretation of this work, making it a unique delivery of poetry. Weems provides the visual
information that the words of poetry usually strive to achieve, allowing for the latitude of
interpretation to be defined by both the visual and the verbal.
Weems offers both textual and visual narratives embedded within the single text. The
relationship of word and image, and how each is read, becomes an additional discourse of
Weems’s work. The idea of image possessing literary worth had become reinvented as the digital
age began to take root in the mid-1990's, bringing along with it a new relation with images,
particularly photographs. W. J. T. Mitchell says in a 1996 interview,
The ‘‘linguistic’’ and the ‘‘visual’’ can’t be neatly distinguished because their
relation is not of binary opposition, negation, logical antinomy, or even dialectic
in the usual sense. Word and image are more like ships passing in the night, two
storm-tossed barks on the sea of the unconscious signaling to each other.

Mitchell is building upon the efforts of Roland Barthes to explore the value of sign, or
image, as language. In his visionary work of 1967 “Elements of Semiology” Barthes explains in
the introduction that, “to perceive what a substance signifies is inevitably to fall back on the
individualization of a language: there is no meaning which is not designated, and the world of
signifieds is none other than language” (10). When approaching photography from this direction,
it becomes inevitable, that that which is being signified within the photograph and the substance
of such an act reveals the existence of a language, especially if we institute the need for language
to be grounded within social context. What photography offers is peculiar, in that the social
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context extends beyond the immediate production/consumption of referencing that exists in
dialogue. Barthes continues, “We shall therefore postulate that there exists a general category
language/speech, which embraces all the systems of signs; since there are no better ones, we
shall keep the terms language and speech, even when they are applied to communications whose
substance is not verbal” (25).
Challenges toward the literary context of image seem irrelevant to Weems, and through
this series she offers an example of the “imagetexts” Mitchell calls such representational efforts.
From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried acts as a text that stands beyond the coding of
traditional literary works represented in our American literary cannon, one that establishes a
narrative that acts independently as a work of art, “an organic whole” (Chow 373) that standing
alone provides a studied view of the building of momentum within the sequence of image that
adheres to a poetic structure. The pacing of the text changes how we experience each image.
Standing before each framed composition as if we are reading pages and not viewing
photographs slows the time usually spent looking at a photograph, making one read the image
and text allows for the complete image, that of text and photo, to melt into something uniquely
coherent. The passing from one to the next, accumulating the gazes of each frame through
Weems’ orchestration, moving towards something conclusive that rests within our own sense of
self and presence. The graphic qualities are indistinguishable from the textual elements. The text
floating on the glass is intrinsically visual, imprinted simultaneously upon the reader's mind. The
shadows of the wording, through the depth of the glass it is etched into, create dimensional
qualities that are perceived visually as mark making gestures, while the connotations of the
literal reading of these same words produce a context literary construction.
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It is important to emphasize that these images already existed as actual objects that were
created earlier for various reasons, but that their existence hasn't been purely restricted to the
physical space of these pictures. These images, and what they have come to represent, were
embedded within our shared social conscious even before Weems took ownership of them in her
piece. A particular "value" as objects has been predetermined through their power of
representation of the suffrage of African Americans living throughout history as Americans.
Weems accentuates this power by (1) establishing a narrative through the sequencing of images
and words; (2) by the choices made regarding the presentation of the content; and (3) by
intertwining interpretation of meaning through the composed text overlaying each photograph.
The order in which we read has a direct impact on the construction of narrative. A system
is established for the construction of meaning that the reader is expected to follow to acquire an
intended experience. The result of the experience can arrive at many different interpretations, but
following the "rules" of the format is an intentional strategy used to align the writer's expression
with the audience's experience. From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried was intended to be
read in a specific order, not as some grouping of images that offer an isolated viewing
experience, but as a contained series with a clear beginning and end. The images, as a series,
define the meaning of the piece. In From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried each image
should be read as an individual line of a poem, responding to what has preceded it and
influencing what follows.
Normally, when viewing a single photo, we are aware somewhere in the back of our
mind that there was a movement of time that leads up to camera's shutter click, and continued
afterward, and that the actual photograph represents a captured event from this continual passage
of time. But by sequencing a collection of images this idea of "snapshot" is erased from the
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imagery and the meaning of this series becomes self-contained. This ordering represents
Weems’s poetic decision making and compositional intent, emphasizing her desired perspective
for the reader. All thirty-three images of the series work together to arrive at a specific
destination in the reader’s interpretation as the result of experiencing the entirety of the work.
There is no single image that can be separated from the entire piece that could represent the
whole.
The passage of time is a crucial element in this series, but it isn’t the type of time
normally considered when viewing visual imagery. Instead, it is concerned with aligning the
reader’s perspective in a historical direction to examine the effect of time, over time, on an entire
race. Weems establishes this in her title, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried. The first
image points the reader in the direction of history, looking back through a history of social
intentions of destroying a positive identity of the African American "I" as a person. This position
is what Weems attempts to deliver us to through the reading of her appropriated historical
imagery and texts. Once we arrive at the conclusion we have experienced time's passage as
historical; something encapsulated within Weems's poetic structure, not as individual events
illustrated by photographs reliant upon time's continuum. Weems is asking us to look back
through a corridor she has constructed and revisit the trials of African American people,
challenging the historical identity represented through the images that our society has framed
around these experiences. Weems hijacks these images originally intended to “scientifically”
categorize the American Negro, and constructs a text that engages the history of selfregeneration found in the literary tradition of African American expression. Weems liberates the
subjects of these photographs and restores the individuality of the “I” to each by focusing on the
malice of intent. Weems resurrects the potency of the damage initiated long ago in photography
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and answers it with the advantage of time by taking control of the subject through manipulation.
No longer is the photograph seen as the bearer of a preserved moment that rests somewhere in
the past, she has tapped into that moment's truth, one defined by its passage through time, and
has molded it into a narrative that redistributes ownership of the African American expressive
identity in literature and in art.
As strong as the visual impact of Weems’s piece is, it is her text that is etched over the
image on glass through which the story is being told. The images are literally a backdrop,
something under the text, supporting the text, but still defined by the text (Appendix, Figure 31
& 32). This hierarchy of layering information is subtle but imperative. What is physically closest
to the reader are the words, but what registers first are the images. This is a delicate balance, but
when these words are layered over the chosen images, their meaning becomes more directed at a
specific idea. The process of engagement the reader goes through as the information is absorbed
alternates between a viewing and a reading until there is a sense of fluidness accepted between
the text and image. It is this point that the entire series becomes one work of art, one poem that is
ultimately read from beginning to end. The imagery provides a depth not possible without it.
This depth is physically represented through the layering of information, but it also contributes a
resounding consciousness that stirs something deep within us, something that is housed within
the power of an image. Weems’s poetic understanding of how imagery works with text is
brilliant and through her work, a unique form of expression has clearly been exemplified.
If we consider works likes Weems’s as worthy of a literary reading we bridge the span of
word and image and begin updating our perceptions of knowledge gathering, which is the
essence of language. This series of images is as much about the challenges to reading such work
as it is a commentary on the history of each image. This becomes an underlying narrative within
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the work itself and demonstrates the complexity necessary to understand Weems. As unique as
this work is visually, so must be our approach to its content. Not only is she redirecting the
history of imagery, but she also presents a theoretical critique of the formalities of genre
construction and cannon building.
Not to say that the boundaries of genre are irrelevant, but if the traditional boundaries
separating “types” of narrative don’t remain flexible to the methods through which we are
developing our strategies to gather information, then we disregard opportunities to expand on
interpretation of the delivery of information. Technology continues to dislodge that which has
been cemented in tradition, and with a history as rich as photography’s, providing new texts
through the construction of narrative in new and meaningful approaches seems necessary to take
these advances into account. Foucault forecasts such moments in much of his writing, seeing
narrative construction as malleable as the time through which it moves. “By separating the
characters of the living being or the rules of grammar from the laws of a self-analyzing
representation, the historicity of life and language was made possible” (294). In essence,
language becomes whatever it needs to be, as it is nothing more than a tool created out of
necessity. Words are used to create mental pictures defined through perception and experience,
and photographs use such perceptions as the fabric for meaning. How these two relate, and the
history of this interplay, produces fascinating discourse, but ultimately, the importance of such is
the ebbing distinctions between one and the other, and allowances are made to adapt. In our
digital age communication begins to shift towards networks of meanings, multiplicities of
dialogue and data are used to align complex content into understanding. Photography’s total
contribution to this new era of language has yet to be determined but Robert Sweeny understands
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the implications of photography directing communication. He explains photography’s role within
our new complex digital visual systems.
We can now see from this set of images that there are numerous visualities at
work. Images used for historical record, commercial appeal, religious reverence,
individual notoriety, and political influence operate according to a unique logic
while simultaneously sharing properties in common. Network analysis can draw
out these relationships, allowing individuals to better understand the complexities
of art and visual culture in a networked age. (228)
The final chapter of this project addresses the complexities of such a networked age, and
how our methods of communication are reshaping themselves during this period of adjustment. It
is without question that the visual image, particularly the photograph, is an intricate part of this
shift.
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Chapter 6
The Visual Text in a Networked Age
“Visualizations of classroom interactions, artistic lineages, and visual
similarities should always be dismantled, augmented, and reanalyzed, so that
these dynamic systems remain so. The attempt to fix what is inherently a fluid
field of information is anathema to life lived within the convoluted flows of
visuality in the 21st century.” (Sweeny 230)
Technology has always been at the heart of discovery. Through the tools we create, new
experiences are delivered, and the knowledge we hold of our world and ourselves continues to
grow. How this information is shared sometimes requires time enough for a language to evolve
through which the content enters our discourse. For instance, think of Galileo’s moment of
celestial observation in 1610, and how what he saw through the lens of a telescope challenged
entire doctrines and the literature used to propagate their beliefs. This moment required new
ways to describe what had before been unthinkable. His tool, the telescope, was pointed outward,
away from our world, with a lens of polished glass, towards that which was familiar to all, the
night sky. Since that evening, such space has been anything but familiar, with new discoveries
that continue to be made which affect our mind’s ability to imagine. The images of stars being
born, of distant planet’s surfaces, along with countless other moments arrive to us all as they
deepen our understanding of the space we exist within. Our language continues to adapt as we
incorporate these ideas into our human story as it is nudged along with each of these discoveries.
The knowledge we acquire of these events comes to us through the images created with a lens.
Pictures shape the boundaries of our imagination in ways like never before, and as we continue
to envelop these images into our cultural cache, our visual literacy becomes more and more
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prominent in our means of communication.
But it isn’t only those images that have yet to be made that can alter our view of our
world. With photography nearly two centuries old, countless images have been created, moments
captured and reproduced, all injected into our world. These bring with them, as they travel
forward from their instance, a type of story of their own, one that requires a consideration of
language in order to read their meaning, one that shifts as time continues to come into contact
with that which has been visually preserved. As described in previous chapters, photography is
unique in its contribution to a social narrative. In its infancy, our imaginations were broadened
through the experiences with that which was unseen, traveling to distant places, unreachable in
person but nonetheless experienced through the image. As time progressed these places changed,
and the photographs of before became documents that provided access to places inaccessible
through time. This visual perspective offered with it a new means of historical discourse.
Through the work of James Fenimore Cooper, we saw an example of how such writers attempted
to traverse their audience to earlier times through the visualization generated through the
language used with readers’ imagination. Now, with the collection of photographs that have
accumulated over the past two centuries, we have a new tool of referencing the past, one that
brings with it the details of reality. Understanding how to approach such depth of knowledge
requires an education and familiarity of image's relationship with time and the patterns and
reoccurrences that are triggered through such an existence. Maxine Greene explains this
relationship wonderfully as she discusses the importance of arts education in her book The Blue
Guitar. She states,
Only we- live, situated human beings- can make such patterns and
connections, and the making of them may be thought of as identical with
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the creation of meanings or if you like, the making of creations. Not only
do new orderings lie ahead for all of us, but an intensified pursuit of
meanings. The subjective dimension of our knowing, our awareness, will
be brought into play, that part of us which is so discouraged by those
intent on making us conform to official descriptions of a so-called
objective ‘reality.’ (11)

These new meanings to which Greene refers are the product of our encounters with new
experiences, whether they are generated through the efforts of human hands and imagination, or
produced through natural forces, they continue to reshape our understanding of reality. Carrie
Mae Weems has offered, through her work with historical photographs, a new methodology for
creating narrative, a connection to our past through the portal of photography that establishes a
relevance, or voice, to those embedded within such histories. The photograph becomes the
vehicle for such voices to continue to be heard.
As we further our understanding of how communication works, and how influence
travels, we begin to incorporate a much less geometric or predictable arrangement, instead, the
synchronization of impulses and data begin to exist in patterns before never truly explored. The
idea of a narrative existing simultaneously, in dialogue, with a "historical" text, is unthinkable.
To consider an actual exchange taking place, not merely the influence of one upon the other, but
instead, the give and take on both sides makes the dialogue malleable. The past voice is altered
as the influence of the present shapes the content and context of what is being said. This
ultimately reconstructs the meaning within the context of its original uttering.
The challenges such a narrative presents require new methods of approach and critique.
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Remapping the connection we have with our past, through the vessel of photographic imagery, is
quite different than encountering artifact and text. How information travels through time
encapsulated within a photographic image, and how this provides the opportunity of rereading
our past when approached with the application of literary elements in the construction of a
narrative which bridges the present to such events is new ground in literary studies. Greene
guides how we should engage with the “mirror” of ourselves when the lucid image of a reflection
becomes locked into a physical manifestation of the photographic image when she addresses the
role that a work of art has in challenging our ideas of the known and accepted,
There is a sense in which coming in contact with a work is like meeting
another human being. Meetings of this sort can never take place in a
vacuum, in isolation from lived biography. But when persons open
themselves to one another, there is always a sense of new profiles to be
experienced, new aspects to be understood. So it often is in encounters
with the arts, if we are open if we take the time. If we attend from our own
centers, if we are present as living, perceiving being, there is always,
always more. (16)
Photography’s contact point is always a moment when the past and present collide. It
could be considered an act of physics in how two moments from different realities, that of the
creating and that of the viewing, fuse together when viewing a photograph. What is taken from
this collision becomes merged into new story pointed towards the future that reinvents itself
through the process of the audiences’ imagination and visualization. Much like what was
demonstrated through the reading of Cooper in the first chapter, this visual energy is best
understood, or explained, through the structure of a narrative. Weems shows through her series
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how such a narrative becomes a text as it documents her viewing of the past contained within the
images incorporated and the social commentary that coexisted within the society that produced
such imagery. This documented effort is the work that is referenced in Greene’s quote above,
and understanding the value of such texts requires the discipline and skills of reading the visual
as well as the literary. Taking Weems as an example of what such works have to offer provides
an opportunity to excavate our visual histories and discover new narratives that bring clarity and
insight to our present lives. Greene's dedication to articulating how valuable this exchange
between the moment of creating and that of its viewing has offered new ground for the role of
the arts in education. Understanding how to read such works provides a richer vantage point in
our understanding of ourselves. Greene states,
We need to understand what is involved as we move (as we should) from
attending to the work in its integrity to moments of presence of felt
relation to the work, when we allow our imagination to play on what we
have perceived, when we incarnate it and make it ours. It is at this point
that the work may infuse our consciousness, bring new and unexpected
patterning into our reflected-on experience, offer us new vantage points on
the world. (11)
Looking at Weems series From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried is an excellent
point in this timeline to understand the history of photography’s impact on social narrative, but
also, offers a perfect reflective moment at how photography is uniquely positioned to tie together
so many aspects of narrative within our studies of visual literacy. Weems uses the visual history
that has embedded itself into our social consciousness, the feelings and beliefs, the effects and
gestures that racist attitudes towards African Americans have produced since the time of slavery
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that has been frozen in the amber of the photographic image. She charts this visual information
as it progresses through time, illustrating the meaning that such images not only reflect, but also
produce in their contemporary setting. Through the text she has created, we are shown the many
layers of impact that this visual information has had, and continues to have, as a marker of
identity as it is realigned with incredible precision, offering access to an accurate perspective or
narrative. Her narrative is one of social engagement through a visual telling documented through
the image. This challenges our relationship with how our stories are told. Robert Sweeny
recognizes the role the visual arts play in understanding the social influences from complex
visual data. He claims,
“…. what does the relationship between works of visual art and visual culture
look like? There is an anticipated result embedded within this question: an
analysis of the relationship between works of art and visual culture that utilizes
network attributes may show that works of art are hubs within the larger
decentralized array of nodes that compose a visual culture. Works of art make
reference to and link together varied elements drawn from cultural, social,
economic, religious, and artistic experiences.” (222)
Sweeny’s approach is through the network analysis of major works of art and the
relationship between visual and verbal languages (228). His research is intended to find
patterns that reveal the overlapping of meaning within the visual and literary
interpretation of visual art. Sweeny references the work of Nicholas Mirzoeff,
As Mirzoeff (1999) suggests, visual culture may have more to do with the
process and politics of meaning making through visualization than with
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specific images or objects. As he writes: ‘Visual culture does not depend
on pictures but on [the] modern tendency to picture or visualize
existence... One of the key tasks of visual culture is to understand how
these complex pictures come together. (218)
It can be suggested that the contemporary view of literacy being more aligned to the prose of
word rather than to the poetry of image can be traced back to Plato’s writing of The Republic.
We see the focus of communication turn at this time to that of public discourse, and the
importance of image is slowly eroded away from the impact it once held in cultural value. In
fact, it was moved to the corner for the artist to foster and care for until photography returned it
to the position of believability and certainty that the modern mind and its scientific ordering of
facts had acquired a taste for.
With photography came the means of presenting information that could not be described
in any other way. What painting and poetry had done with emotion, photography was doing with
fact. We began to see how things moved through space and time by stopping it and freezing it
into a precise image. We began to trust the image once again and allowed it to return to our
public discourse. Newspapers began replacing the etchings made by artist and hand with
photographs “captured” by artist and machine. It was at this moment that our social
communication realigned with the image and the symbol sets off a visual literacy. Leonard
Sclain refers to the power of NASA's photograph of the earth floating in space, "The inviting,
mute image of the home planet floating in dark space did more to change the consciousness of its
residents than the miles of type concerning the subject generated by the world's writers." Dyc
and Milligan develop this further, " While the printed word dominated for five millennia, the
iconic symbol will reemerge along with the values of tolerance and respect for nature" (176).
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The invention of photography turned us all into image hoarders; collectors of our points
of contact with the history and people that have helped define our self-identity. The photograph
has become something tangible that acts as proof that we are more than just ourselves, which we
exist outside of any solitary moment of reflection and are connected to something larger, to
others who have made the view of ourselves greater than our memories. The photograph has
served as a validation of those moments, people, and places that have become separated from our
present through time and space but continue to have a lingering impact on our current sense of
self. The influence of these preserved experiences changes as the context of their viewing
changes. Over time, some moments become more cherished than others, increasing the value of
the photograph, along with the memory it displays. This value of the image-object had evolved
from the beginning days of photography, when original, one-of-a-kind moments were produced.
Today's digital images, where the value of the object ceases to exist as a tangible visual object,
are turned into a thing of code and screens, reproducible to the -nth degree, and shared with
countless viewers with the immediate click of a button. Just as Kodak's Instamatic changed
photography's role in our social fabric of identity, digital photography has opened up avenues for
this form of expression to become more a part of how we communicate with others and define
ourselves to the world.
This communication doesn't merely exist in the present. We are constantly engaged with
conditions that were established earlier. Racism, for example, and its deeply rooted system of
hatred, isn't founded on present day experiences. It is the sum of experiences countless others
have endured that leads us to the moment of ignoring the individual and relying on a
predetermined, instinctual reaction to the "other" of different races. This "otherness" has existed
through the "gaze" of separation between the "us" and the "them". This connection establishes a
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kinship with our past, one that can be seen in the images photography has preserved. Just as we
place sentimental value to the memories of the personal images that help us think of ourselves as
larger than only an individual, so does the role photography played in the development of an
identity for African Americans. As we search for a history to this evolution, photography
becomes, in the hands of Weems, a means of measurement, and ultimately, a method of
deconstruction of the Aura of these images and a reclaiming of the utterings from their moment
of creation.
Many cultures have incorporated the image into their primary discourse throughout time.
As we have used decorations of pottery and items found in pouches to piece together meanings
from ancient civilizations we begin to look for the same meanings in our world through the use
of the image. Technology has expanded the means of expression and communication to the point
of challenging the imagination of each. Simultaneously, our world is becoming more and more
conglomerated culturally and people today are exposed to many different layers of
communication within a single society. Language is not necessarily the common fabric that holds
together a society any longer, much less a classroom. This expansion of access to information
and the multiculturalism that we live among requires a more complicated and deeper
understanding of the importance image has in our means of communicating. For these reasons, it
is necessary for educators to incorporate visual literacy into their curriculum and teaching
methods.
Flood and Lapp state that "… educational systems of modern complex societies typically
stress limited ranges of the visual and communicative arts as appropriate display forms and give
highest status to the printed word, notably to students' handwritten verbal representations of their
knowledge" (343). This teaching philosophy is inadequate in our contemporary society, one in
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which students no longer receive their learning stimuli solely from the printed word but more
and more from direct experience and image oriented information. Knowledge has expanded
beyond what can only be experienced through reading. Students can now walk on the surface of
Mars or swim with whales through the use of film and recordings. These are lessons that teach
and shape in a way that written description cannot.
In order for us to continue stressing the importance of teaching visual literacy, it is
critical to emphasize the importance of art education and the direct relationship that photography
has with narrative creating. It is in the art class where these tools of communication are studied.
We are introduced to a visual composition in art class, just as we are a musical composition in
music class and writing composition in English. Since it has been established that the importance
of visual comprehension is becoming more and more essential for understanding the messages of
society, we need to discern at what level we are to engage the principles of design and how these
will be incorporated into the curriculum of literacy.
The image has long been a fundamental means of expression and communication for
humankind. In fact, it could be argued that the ability to create such gestures of meaning,
understood through the bare means of interpretation, is what separates humans from all other
living things. We are an image-oriented species and have always been reliant on this as a means
of communicating amongst ourselves and recording our existence through marks and symbols.
The written language is a collection of abstract lines and marks that have been created to convert
our spoken words into something that can be further interpreted in the evolution of idea sharing.
Whether it be ceremonial or documentary or solely for the means of expression, the image has
evolved concurrently with us as a species and our reliance upon its role as the cement of society
has become so prominent that in our current world it begins to merge with the reality of the
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actual encounter of experience and in some cases is supplementary to the role of experience
itself. Because of the potent influence that image oriented stimuli has today, it is essential that
the traditions of education be challenged to incorporate a more appropriate visually aesthetic
approach to introducing students to knowledge.
John Dewey believed that no intellectual activity is complete without aesthetic quality
(Bryan and Sprague 44). This concept opens up such a wonderful array of new teaching
strategies that are focused on the beauty of the miracle that each particle is made of. It makes us
look at everything in wonder only because of the mere fact that each thing or thought or action is
spectacular because of the sole reason that it exists. To understand why it does and how it does is
the wonder of knowledge. We must discover the beauty of substance and celebrate it in all of
education. So much seems to have been reduced, boiled down to the most fundamental facts, that
the essence of everything is overlooked, and the uniqueness is never indulged. By incorporating
art into the content areas of social studies, literature, science and math we are opening up the
possibilities of experiencing these thought processes in a more complete, personal and lasting
way. Dewey states that the belief that all genuine education comes about through experience
does not mean that all experiences are genuinely or equally educative. He further develops this
idea in his Experience and Education by explaining how the means of educating in the more
traditional manner of fact and memorization is in itself an experience but one that is not an
enriching one. He suggests that everything depends on the quality of the experience (27) and that
by incorporating the aesthetic we would be elevating the quality of the material being taught.
Text types include print (words on a page), oral (speeches) and visual text (pictures) and
multimodal texts that combine verbal and visual texts (websites). If teachers accept the idea that
there is, for example, a language of film, that a book illustration is a text, that a television ad can
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be read by a viewer, then their responsibilities as literacy educators expand accordingly.
Teachers must encourage students to use all of their senses to gain information that will allow
them to better represent the world through the arts. By establishing a new understanding of what
literacy means and how to integrate the arts into the curriculum to better illustrate these new
definitions students will obtain a much more relevant knowledge that can be applied to real life
experience.
Carrie Mae Weems’s works have consistently challenged the role history, and
particularly that of visual history plays in establishing the lens by which we gauge our sense of
identity. In her series From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried she has presented discourse
that addresses the complexities of the photographic image, and its relationship with how history
is continually reinterpreted through its ever-evolving context. Weems demonstrates how the
investment of earlier photographers to construct visual references of their particular racial ideals
through image projection, and the momentum and effects that these efforts have produced with
their passage through time can be redirected. By removing the value of the images through her
rewriting of context, Weems democratizes the purpose of these images by redirecting their
meaning, revealing their historically biased social positions. The act of engaging these historical
narratives of racism in our country through a photographic dialogue reveals the complexities that
photography has presented to the writing of such a history.
The individual images work together as a series to define the meaning of the piece. In
From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried each image should be read as an individual line of
a poem, responding to what has preceded it and influencing what follows. There is no single
image that can be separated from the entire piece that could represent the whole; all thirty-three
toned images work together to arrive at a specific destination in the reader's interpretation as the
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result of experiencing the entirety of the work. Their ordering represents Weems's poetic
decision-making and conceptual intent and has a direct impact on the construction of the
narrative. A system is established for the construction of meaning that the reader is expected to
follow in order to acquire an intended experience. The result of the experience can arrive at
many different interpretations, but following the "rules" of the format is an intentional strategy
used to align the writer's expression with the audience's experience. Normally, when viewing a
single photo, we are aware that there was a movement of time that leads up to camera's shutter
click, and continued afterward, and that the actual photograph represents a captured event from
this continual passage of time. But by sequencing a collection of images, this idea of the captured
moment standing alone is erased, and the intent of this series becomes a self-contained narrative
that represents the prejudice that has been passed down through time.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

This project has explored the challenges that photography delivered to the author and
reader in the early nineteenth century, the impact it has had upon language, and the
interpretations of this impact through the revisiting of literary theory published over the
following century. It is necessary to establish this foundation as we begin to consider such works
as From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried and the contributions they offer to a twentyfirst century view of literature. Discussing Weems within the context of African American
Literature of the late twentieth century, provides the context needed for such consideration and
exemplifies the importance for this inclusion.
At the end of the 20th century, Henry Louis Gates remarked about what he considers
important texts to include in the efforts of African American scholars of the twenty-first century.
He stated,
I believe that an agenda for the twenty-first century must include an emphasis upon
cultural studies and public policy, as two broad and fruitful rubrics under which to
organize our discipline. Under cultural studies, we must continue to develop the strongest
critical impulse to explicate our culture’s achievements in literature, music, film, religion,
the visual arts, the dance and other forms of expressive culture, developing strong
institutional links between our universities and our local and national cultural
organizations, in order to facilitate their growth and permanence. (124)
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This emphasis includes the questioning of accepted works within genres that are
traditionally defined by classical ideologies regarding language. By broadening our design of
narrative construction, and the literary interpretation of genre to include works like From Here I
saw What Happened and I Cried we gain an understanding that surely influences our reading of
more than only photographs. By accepting the complexities of time that are inherent to
photography, and approaching the image as a living object that continues to project a voice, then
the implications of literary interpretations become real. Allowing opportunity for such works to
be studied, and read, becomes essential as we begin to approach our recorded history through the
photographic image and build our relationship with our past through this interaction. The literary
qualities of photography are not limited within the reflective document, but as seen with
reference to Frederick Douglass and William Cody, can be used to construct identities that are
projected onto future generations, making the narrative of this action complex in its reading.
With time extending in both directions this duality provides a structure for narrative to exist from
multiple points. As Benjamin and Barthes explain, there is always something more than what
constitutes the document, the element that transpires across time and distance, malleable in its
definition with each context of reading of the document. With photography’s unique relationship
to time, the presence from the creation is continually felt, returning from the dead with each
encounter. As Weems demonstrates, because of this “haunting” photography makes itself the
perfect vehicle to address historical events that continue to have a lingering effect in our social
conscious. As Keith Byerman points out in his book Remembering the Past in Contemporary
African American Fiction, “Trauma theory argues that the confusions of the present are the
result of terrible events in the past, events that continue to have impact precisely because their
power has been denied. Thus, ‘history’ must take into account a psychological dimension” (9).
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Weems achieves this with her text, using the dimensional qualities of time that photography
provides. By establishing a dialogue with the victims of hate, and by offering the reclaiming of
the image depiction of such acts, Weems addresses the confusion of racial identity she feels
present in her existence. Looking towards other authors writing during the same time, we see this
same approach to history through similar narratives, yet with completely different means. This
similarity provides a ground of comparison and invites the discussion of Weems’ visual text as
an important work of African American literature.
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Appendix A

Figure 1. Tracing the visual influences of character generation from Daniel Boone to Buffalo Bill
Buffalo Bill Center of the West, Digital Archive
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Figure 2. William Cody with Native American in studio portrait. Notice Cody is one with hand
on top of gun, putting him in control of situation. Also, he is one offering direction as he points
with head raised while the Native American projects a less confident posture.
Buffalo Bill Center of the West, Digital Archive

Figure 3. While travelling throughout Europe to promote Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show, Cody
and other white members of cast dressed in modern attire while the Native Americans dressed in
traditional attire to preserve image of “Indian”.
Buffalo Bill Center of the West, Digital Archive
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Appendix B

Figure 1. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 2. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 3. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 4. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 5. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 6. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 7. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 8. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 9. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 10. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 11. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 12. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 13. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 14. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 15. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 16. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 17. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 18. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 19. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 20. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 21. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 22. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 23. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 24. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 25. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 26. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 27. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figure 28. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figures 29 & 30. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Exhibition View
Carriemaeweems.net
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Figures 31 & 32. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried 1996
Close-up of etched text on glass
Carriemaeweems.net
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